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Narrator: Behçet Mahir

Location: Erzurum

Date: August 197^

Gentlemen, under the dome of heaven, a time long past, in the land

boys was "Asxl," and the name of the other was "Nesil." Gentlemen, 

this man, together with his three children, controlled the throne of 

Iran. The world makes laughers of some and leaders of others.

Gentlemen, while he was ruler, an old man came wandering along

shouting, MI am selling a (rose}” He passed before the section

of the Lfttif Shah calling, nI am selling a rose!” He had a flower in 

his hand, just one rose, and he wandered about calling out this way.

Katmer, the daughter of lfttif Shah, looked out of the window before 

which passed the old man shouting, ”1 am selling!"

"Girls!” Katmer called.

"Yes! How may we serve you?" her ¡servants asked.

^Asxl and Nesil sire personal names. The meaning of Asxl" is 
"origin”; the meaning of "Nesil" is "generation, descendants." "Katmer" 
means "folds of the petals of a flower."

2Lfttif can mean fair, pleasant, slender, witty, or elegant.

one daughter. The name of the girl was (Katmer^ the name of one of the
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»You are to call the man who is selling that flower.n 

(̂ T lowr seller >) Flower seller I Cone! The Shah's daughter

wants you!"
"Only one rose. That is all." he said.

"Father* how much do you want for this rose?"
"Hy daughter* I «**11 sell it to you for whatever price you will 

pay. Pay only what it is worth to you."
The girl inserted her hand into her purse. Because of being a 

ruler's daughter, she could not help noticing the old man's shabby 

appearance. But who in fact was the old man who looked so shabby? He 

« B  SI» took .0»  .on., fro. . knotfd cloth ««1 gav.

it to the old man, who, in turn, gave heir the rose he held in his hand. 

+j| ¿c "0 lady, my daughter, do not show this rose to anyone. Do not let 

‘-anybody know about it. Hide it in y o m  bosom," he advised.

right!" *__/-*JnceJ / W  JH.«.
As soon as the old man had gone outside, Katmer smelled the rose

in her hand, and then hid it in her bosom. At that very moment, she 

became pregnant. She grew pregnant when she smelled the flower, though 

neither she nor anyone else knew it at that time.
lemon, the(whsel-of fortun^- is turning at all times. Yester-

"“H a y ,  today, again it turns.

0̂1

3H1Z-LT, though called the "Blessed Hxzir" and though ref erred to as 
a Moslem saint, is neither named in the Koran nor accepted by the Moslem 
establishment. He is the last-minute rescuer from disaster^the grant«r 
of wishes, and, in rural areas a water deity and fertility god.

N ’he word used here is felek, meaning literally destiny.
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Aftor a little tine— two months* three months passed— aha) Who 

is there capable of understanding such things? The mother of the girl? 

At last her condition showed* and her mother observed this, 

daughter, what is going on? Tour belly is swelling a little!" she 

said.

nl am aware of this* mother, but I do not know what is wrong with 

me. No man has forced himself upon me,** Katmer replied.

After the sixth month had passed, her mother had her examined.

The midwives decided, "She is six months pregnant."

The mother of the girl wondered, "Should 1 let L&tif Shah know 

about this or not?" She began to grow anxious about this hidden secret. 

Although the mother of the girl tried to conceal this secret, she 

could not do it. She was afraid both for herself and for her daughter.

But strangers 1 You may conceal a secret yourself, but others 

in concealing it. The girl's servants let1
XAtif hear this news. "L&tif Shah's daughter is preg

nant! It means that she is not chaste 1" — Once, gossip has started, 

then others repeat what you have said. Does the mouth of the outsider 

stay shut?
At last, when the ehili was about to come forth into the light, 

news of this reached iAtif Shah's ear. "Oh* my shah you are sitting

on the ( throne , but you are aware of nothing. If your daughter is so 

promiscuous, what will ordinary people do?"
The father of the girl took two (executioners)under his command
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as soon as he heard this. / This nogncil understood when he looked
«LK-S —  -

at the harem side. Seven TigierdTalso went behind him. He iwached 

the harem quarters with the executioners, held hi« daughter by her 

hair, and beat her against the ground. When he took theadword from 

as executioner'8 hand, they stopped him, holding him from behind.

"Stop,ay Shah I Do they make a nan an executioner with evidence or with- 

out(gvidanc^j? lot us see what is what, what there is to say about this. 

Who is the man who loves her? Let us find this out and see what is; be

neath all this, why do you kill two souls— the one in her belly and 

her own? Stopf" They took the sword from his hand.

"Isn't this child mine?"

"Yes, she is yours, and you may kill her, but let us get to the 
root of this."

The girl was on the ground. She said, weeping, "0 Father Shah, do 

not spill by blood for nothing. I do not know what h«« happened. I do 

not know how I have become pregnant!"

(This was a fact. The girl herself did not know that she became 

pregnant when she smelled the flower. What happens if you smell a 

flower?)

"Father Shah, either forgive me or execute me. I do not know what 

has happened to me. If you kill me for nothing, I shall be repaid by 

you at the court of the next world. Never have I even once been with 

a male! The hand of a male has never touched ay hand.. 1 too am baffled, 

about how 1 have become pregnant with this child."
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Gentlemen, who believes simply in what is said? Ion know that 

there is a reason for everything. As ve said yesterday« there is no 

explanation for just two things in the world: (Seating) and (deatfi) For

all other things a reason can be found. And there is also sone ex

planation for this.

He had the girl examined to determine whether she was a (Virgin»» 

They reported« "She is but there is child of eight souths in her belly." 

Others said« "Stop! Since she is a virgin« there may be arniracle in 

this!"

But L&tif Shah did not accept any of this. "Hy (eyes)do not Bee!
If this child comes into the world« I will be like (fionsy) that has been 

smeared on the finger— always at the mouth of the people. Why did I 

feed this child! My eyes do not Bee!" he roared.

The council insisted on not killing her: "Do not violate the 

decision!" But her father« who was the ruler« insisted that she be 

taken to some other land« outside the laws of Iran« and that there she 

be killed and her bloody clothing be brought back to hi« as evidence of

a our cavalrymen grasped the girl« barefoot and with unscarfed hair« 

and started dragging her away roughly. The girl was screaming« "Tou 

are becoming murderers! But who understands my scream« ay lord« who 

understands?"

They took the girl out of Iranian territory. Four cavalrymen«

swords in their hands« fastened her feet and hands after they had taken
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her into It forest)in the land of the padishah of(Fers)^ But these 

four M &  consulted each other and took a look at the girl* just a young 

girl at the age of eighteen. Her name was KataerJ They pitied her 

and said:

"Is there any use in shedding the blood of this girl? We have come 

to the land of the padishah of Fers. Iran is far away. Let us soak 

her dress or any other garment in blood. Let us dye it with blood for 

L&tif Shah. L&tif Shah has no magic aerits. We shall take the dress 

which she is wearing and smear it with blood. Then we shall take this 

bloody garment, lay it before L&tif Shall, and say, "Yes, your majesty, 

we have carried out your orders."

Thus the four of them agreed to take pity and not kill the girl. 

Perhaps they pitied her youth; perhaps they pitied her because of her 

crying. Whatever their reason, they left the girl still fastened, 

a short while, one of them said, "Let us go back and release her hands 

and feet. There is no good in leaving her hands and feet fastened 

us unfasten her. Maybe then she can get under a tree. Maybe then she 

can pluck(gras^) and put it in her mouth. Hungry, thirsty, hands tied, 

arms fastened— would that be right?"

They came back, and one of them unfastened her feet. "Oh, my girl, 

do not curse us. We are persons working under orders. What do we do?

^Fers (more often Fars) lay in the southern part of present-day 
Iran, along the Persian Gulf.
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(justice> early or late* some day* finds its placeIn Saying this* they

left her in the forest and departed.
The four cavalrymen mounted their hoi*ses and rode back. They soaked 

a dress with blood* placed it before L&tif Shah* and said* "Here* your 

majesty. Your order has been carried out. Following your order, we 

took her to the land of Fers and killed her in a dense forest. Here* 

we have brought her bloody dress to you. "

"Well done*" he said.
But ohl What went on inside of L&tif Shah and inside of his wife? 

When he shut and opened his eyes* his daughter Katmer was all that he 

could see. But what is the use? The whole family was in great grief.

Thefbrotherh) of the girl cried bitterly. The(heart) of her father also 

cried. Let us leave them in theirÇanguiah,) and discover what has become 

of the girl
This girl remained there one month and ten days. How did she sur

vive? While she was wandering in the forest, she saw a huge hollow pine 

tree. The inside was so large that a man——even ten men——could enter it 

and lié down, ( m â ^  gave her this tree for (protection from wind, rain,
and snow. The girj eating grass* managed to survive until the time 

of her (delivery^y^^ine months* nine days* nine hours* and nine minutes 

finally elapsed,^ and from the tree a boy came forth into the world.

The girl cried. The clothes had been t o m  on her_b»ck^ag ahe^ had

^Regardless of what biologists may say about the length of the 
period of human, gestation, this 9-9-9-9 formula prevails in Turkish 
folktales. -foiH 7

A . -7 T  . -U , 4 U À
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wound in and out among the trees of the forest. When the child came

What was my black destiny? You created this child. Now either find 

help for it or find me a way to death. I refuse to see him suffering.” 

The newborn child, still blood-covered, cried loudly. This poor 

young woman tore the rest of the clothing from her back, crying and 

saying, "I wrap you in these. Let us wsiit and see what we will see

would ti

garments for the baby. Because there is no water with which to wash 

the baby, she cleansed the child with grass and. swaddled it with rags 

torn from her own back. She hugged him and said, "He;

is how I can feed you from my 'breastJ Thank God for this tool" This 

girl accepted her situation. What is found in the forest? Grass. By 

grazing on non-poisonous plants, by the help of Allah, she enabled this 

child to suck.

As day followed day, she said, ”0 treesl You are ay neighbors!

0 FlyingfBircthl You are my comrades! I am helped by your chirping,

into the world, crying and naked, the girl said, ”0/Creator of the

universal, who produces all from nothing«^ how did I sin against you?

in the i

I eat will go to my breasts so that I can feed you

0 Flying^xrc^! 

your whispering

^The narrator's exact words here were " . . .  who makes the absent
present."
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She took refuge in the whispering trees and in the chirping birds.

Katmer spent three years securely inside of this tree. Her child was

by then a boy and she wondered what she should name him. She thought
#&?><----

to herself, "What should I *»«*> this child but(Hikaet?f There is really 

a hikmet involved here. Never, not even once, did a hand, touch my

hand. I cannot know how it happened, from where this child came. I 

do not know the reason for it. That is why I am going to name him 

Hikmet."
The child was three years old, but he was naked, barefooted, bare

headed. His mother was also naked. The swadding clothes were torn, 

and the woman had taken the garments from her own back to cover the 

new baby.
Let us now give the news about someone else. About whom? There 

0
was a son of the Padishah of Ters whose name i*as(Sanan) He was a 

strong handsome young man, also about eighteen or twenty years of 

age:.
One day while he was (hunting) he pursued his quarry all morning. 

From morning till aoon he followed this game, and by noon it had 

brought Sinan to the place whew the girl lived. Did he come knowing 

she was there? He came without knowing. He was following the game, but 

when he looked, he saw a naked little boy. Hikmet’s mother had taught 

h-im to speak, but he has not seen other human beings. The child saw

^The word h-iWm*t means Divine Wisdom or the ultimate hidden cause
for existence or occurrence.
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the man on the'tSorai), though he did not know what a horse was» Sinan 

also saw-the child. The child turned back and ran away« and Sinan 

gallopped after him. He left the chase and forgot the game. "What is 

this?" he asked himself. "In this forest a naked child!"

The child ran away« reached the tree and climbed into it. "Mother« 

something strange is coming!" he said. He has never seen either a man 

or a horse. Sinan saw the boy enter the tree, and then— oh!— he saw a 

naked woman too.

The woman, said« "Young man« if you love the being who created the 

earth and sky« do not look at me. There is no earthly dress on me." 

When she said this« Sinan observed the woman with just half an eye. As 

he approached the tree and saw its interior« the woman said again« 

"There is no earthly dress on me. Do not look at me. Do not look if 

you love the being who created the earth and the sky!"

The young turned his back. He turned away« but he had fallen
loue -furtt- — ; y
love at the first glance. He turned his back and said« "My (sister«) 

areVou a /jinn)or something like that. What are you living under this
- -  ■ t

tree? \ Tell Be# j Jjaye forgotten the game out of interest in your sit
i £  /V** i f y/

—  nation. Who are you? Why are you living here?"
(

v./wi s c * - « g i r l :  "Young man« I am neither a jinn nor anything like that

'■ u 1 alls© come from Adan*s descent. I am a lonely woman. This is my
I'"*'" "

1
"Well, who brought you in this forest? What are you doing in the 

forest?"
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"Young maul Bo not ask me about that. Do not ask it. My only 

wish from you is that if you have bread* giro oe a piece. For four 

years not a piece of bread has entered my belly. We have been grazing 

on grass* X and this child.

ward you. Take the coat and put it on. The two parts of the saddle- 

bal* which I have taken from the horse, ¡are full. There is everything 

in it, including bread. Come* take the isaddlebag and empty it. Then 

leave it on the ground, and I ' *’ ‘ '‘ “
When Sinan threw down hi« iexc coax, xne woman descended from the 

tree* took the felt coat* and covered herself with it. Then she took 

the saddlebag and removed from it enough food for herself. "Oh* young 

man, let oe take only enough for myself. I shall manage for a few days. 

Emptying the saddlebag would not be good for you. Perhaps: you too will 

get hungry. Who will give you anything? I am used to this strange 

place of (Allah) but you are not used to it."
When she said this* the young man advised her, "Sister, now eat. 

Fill your stomach. Also, make your child eat. I shall dismount, tie 

the horse to a tree, and rest a little. Fill your stomach. Af I aa 

a b 1” " being, I cannot accept your living in the forest. It is not

itional outer garment of the shepherd. — ---  ------- 8
has been fulled to a very great degree, making the fabric as much as a 
haiv inch thick. Long shepherds’ kepeneks are warm enough and protective 
enough so that they serve almost the function of a tent as well as a 
coat. On snowy frozen terrain shepherds can safely sleep in them.

^The best known type of felt coat
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good to live in this forest* If you will coos with your consent« I 

shall take you to ay father’s capital. If you should say« 'No, young 

nan« lease me alone«' then I shall act as if I had neither seen you 

not heard you* I shall mount my horse and go away* The responsibility 

for you welfare lies wholly with you*"

The woman thought for a while. She recognized that he was a con

scientious and thoughtful young man. He had said« "Come if you came of 

your own accord. I shall help you and present you to our society. If 

you say« ’No«' then I shall go away as though I had not seen you." Then 

to Sinan she said* "Young man« I have liked your words. I am not commit

ting myself yet« but whose son are you?" asked she.

"Veil« young man« if you assist me« and if you take me to your

see me. Or neighbors« servants— all of them will see me. They will

What is there in the forest? manJ Wild animals! Your relatives«

your parents will criticize you. They will say to you, 'You are the son 

of a padifah. Shame on you) You have found the savage, the forest 

dweller suitable for the palace, and you have brought her to the palace!' 

They will say this, to you. Tell me your real purpose in taking me.

Tell me what there is in you heart."

He said, "This is what is in my heart: I shall marry you, by the 

will tff Allah. If you come with me, I shall marry you. If you do not,

ask you, 'Where did you find JL You will say, 'In the forest.'

I shall go away I shall
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marry you if you see me as suitable for a husband. If you say no« 

than I shall give up."

Katmer said« "Young man« you have spoken very well. But both 

year mother and your father would blame you for this. They will say,
- o-f vif

’You are the son of a padifah. How did you come to find a savage 

suitable to accept as your wife?' Neither your father nor your mother 

nor anybody will accept this. They will not consider me suitable for 

you. Making me a (vagabond) is not necessary. If you were to accept 

their word, then it would have been better to have stayed in this for

est, for here(virtue) is with me."^ J Si®
(Let us understand this clearly, gentlemen. Hear what she says: 

"To live in this forest is very good. Why? Because here virtue is 

with me." The holiest thing in the world is virtue. It is too holy

to be thrown away. Virtue is not to be sold, and it is not to be given
.10up. Virtue is what lives within the conscience.)

The girl told everything to the young man, except that she did not 

say that she was also the child of a ruler. She did not say this, 

good would it do to say this, for she lives now, after all, in the for

est and not in society. And when the young man asked her about this, 

she only said, "Do not ask about this part. We are only what we are I"

Such moralistic interpolations axe not uncommon in folktales.
This particular narrator is especially prone to such moralising— per
haps a reflection of his background and training in the bardic tradition.
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The young man asked, "Where are you from? who are you?"
"Do not aix this into it," said Katmer.

"Why did they expel you to this forest? What is the reason?"

Sinan then made this statement: "In the present situation you are my

sister, and I am your brother« I am looking at you with a brotherly 

Your words are well spoken, but am I not the one who will marry 

If that is the case, then if my father loves me, he will also 

love you. And if ay father does not love me, then he may not love you. 

By the will §t Allah we shall be married. You will become my legitimate 

spouse; I will become your legitimate spouse. If my father condemns 

this, I am ready to be the man who will earn bread that you may eat."

Katmer considered what he was saying. She felt that his message 

was this: "Even if my father and my mother do not approve, am I not

the one who will marry you and love you?" Katmer found his words en

tirely proper, and she responded, "Very well, young man. I do not have 

any objection to what you say. I cannot. If we are affectionate to 

each other, they let the people say whatever they will say. All right „ 
young man, though we are not legitimate spouses until our (wddind) 

ceremony has been performed."

"That is correct."

He dismounted from the horse and helped the woman, who was wrapped 

in the heavy felt coat, to mount. Throwing the saddlebag on the back 

of the horse, he took the (jeina and led the horse, pulling it along 

until they were out of the forest. He was leading the horse on foot,
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«hil. the woman rod. on the bore., the c m l d  in her lap. He did not 

require her to ait behind the saddle.

gotten married, 
my father will n o ^ ^ J ^ s t i r i t i o a .  hut
T.11 hia to tend ¿n E S S S ^ i^ -en iw eo ld i.r. ’ tSCR. TinuSTfron

his council« and a decorated carriage.
In th. carriage there should be tuo ..apartments. All the trea-

of aw father ahsld_*jppll.d *> « »  ®«rria«e oI th* brid*‘ Th*

»■ <*1 sloriou ° carriae* 8 h w ld

h. sent." Thee, .ere th. orders he gave the »an.
reached the padijah, he repeat.d to hia all he hadWhen this man

been ordered to say. "Here» sir
. . . . . .  _ _  He said, «Take this letter and give it to myhave just told you. he saia, leû

, he also wrote on this paper what I
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fatherI

His father read, "0 padifah father« I was hunting injfche forest« ■— -
_  ̂ ____ _~ u* "tf

and the situation is this. (Allah)had written my (jdest iny^ I  found ay 

destiny during a hunt. I fell in love,,alone from one heart to another
-----mi it 0"/- / Z J ' U i f A i i  -fur*

heart. We decided to wed each other by the will of Allah. You are my 

father, and I cannot expect you to come and meet me. Do not come to 

meet me, but send the viziers, a military band, some soldiers, and a 

decorated carriage.n After the paper had been read, the padifah said, 

"StrangeI He says he found her in the forest. How can a women be in 

the forest? Can this woman be a human?”

There were manjCwise mod) at the court. One of them arose and
/ft 4 vt'c*. — — T® ' 5 -/*v i V

spoke: "My lord, take advice from this (proverb?)1 In the caravan there

may be a fine (jitallioi^, but judged by the saddle on its back, it may 

not be apparent that it is a s t a l l i o n . T h i s ,  our prince, is a very 

wise, very mature boy. He would not take for himself every part
H »t

is found in a forest. She is probably a native of the forest.

who

fate may have thrown her into the forest. Let us investigate this. My 

padifah, she may be a suitable bride. You are a ruler, and she, in turn 

may be the daughter of a ruler."

"Very well," said the padi$ah, ami he gave orders to fulfill his 

son's request.

That great entourage arrived-outside the gate of the caravanserai.

^ o t  familiar with this proverb, we are not certain that it is 
here rendered in its most effective form.
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The padiçah of Fers had had a carriage richly decorated, and there were 

other carriages too. The city residents who had heard of this carriage 

decorated for the JCriiçah also had their own carriages decorated. For 

the gratification of the padiçah they too wade the journey to the inn. 

From that carriage which had been decorated in Katmer's honor the aunts12 

called her, "Come, ay girl," and received her. The military band played 

in great splendor. And Katmer, viewing all this, rode in the carriage 

from there to the gates of the city.

Now, let us pause a little. In glory they were brought to the 

padiçah's palace, but the padiçah did not know about the child. His son 

had not written about it in the letter which he had sent to hi« father.

He said only, "I have found a woman, I have decided to marry her. 

people to meet me." But, ah, now they saw the child too. "By Allah, 

this woman has been given to a husband already. Look I She also has a 

boy at the age of three!"

The padiçah, together with his wife, had £inan called secretly to 

the (jjarenT) part of the palace. "Come, my son, sit here. You sent me a 

message, and I complied with you wish. But the woman whoa you have 
brought has had aCjiusband) and she also has a child. You said nothing

about the child. Did you ask the woman about this child? Who is her 

husband? What is her husband? Perhaps tomorrow the husband of this 

woman will come asking for his wife: 'Come, young man! Whether you are 

thé son of a padiçah or not, how come you take my legitimate wife?' 

asks he. My son, is this in keeping with the law of Allah?" asked his

12"Aunts" here is a figurât ire term for female attendants of a bride.
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father anti mother*
••Oh, my padifah father! No, I did not ask about this child. The 

woman was naked. First, I gave her my felt coat, and she clothed her

self with that, but I failed to ask about the child. Let me ask!« 

••Ask, my son. Let us know what lies beneath this matter. We

may agree to accept her, but on what basis do we accept her?«
aside privately behindSinan went to the girl and had her called

a curtain' »her. he said, "I found ** tle for,st- TeB’ 1 t" m " 1 
jou that my father, mother, friends might blame me, might tell me not 

to marry yon. might say evil thing,. I told yon that I wonld h. the 

one mho mould lorn. yon. We talked about this, but J did not «dc about 

this child. Now tell me, are you married or mmmrriedl I. the father 

of this child dead or alive? Answer me I My father w^ t e d  me to « h ,  
and, of course, I cannot refuse this «quest of my father. Why n o «  

Because it is not a request that can be refused. He is correct in 

saying that perhaps tomorrow your husband will come, saying, 'This 

woman is mine. This child is mine. Who gave them to you?' Even if 

I tell him that I will not give you tack, there will be a dispute."

(This is because, gentlemen, Allah does not give us three right

ways. Everybody 'knows that there is just one right way for the man

of Bod. A man of God does not commit a breach of trust.
For this reason, I beg you, gentlemen, do not go close to the win

dow or to the chimney of another person. If you do, there mil 

who will come to your window or chimney.tainly be one

if cti
€a

l-w, *T 0

jUf'+r 'fsv
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has said this: "Cowardly persons praise themselves

but at the final reckoning they submit. There is no doubt that some

one will come and abuse you door if you have abused the doors of others."

If you damage the door across the way« then certainly there will 

be one who will damage your door. That is why| let men do what they do« but 

let them not be misled by the notion that there are three right ways. 

Everybody— the child at seven, the old at seventy— knows this.

At this moment Katmer said: "Young man, the words of your mother

and father are well spoken. But I told you in the forest, 'Look, I have 

a child in my lap. Perhaps your father and mother will object.' But 

you may not have understood. There is no father of this child of mine.

I do not comprehend the mystery of this either. Do not try to make me 

explain the mystery. All that I know is that there is no father of my 

child, and I have never had a husband. The hand of a man did not extend 

to my hand. Nobody can claim this. If I marry you, I swear, I am a 

virgin. I am still the same as I was born. But you may say, 'What kind, 

of a girl is this? Is not this child her offspring?' Yes, I bore him; 

he is my child. But the hand of a man did not touch my hand. Go and 

tell this to your father and mother."

The prince went directly to his father and mother and gave this 

information. But the girl had not told the rest of her story. There

13The Snmmani to whom the narrator here refers was apparently a 
Turkish minstrel.

l*fParts of this interpolated homily are not entirely clear but its 
overall meaning is clear: He who breaks faith and abuses another will,
through divine justice, have the same abuse visited upon himself.
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was truth in what she did say: "I did not have a husband."

When this was discussed by the padi$ah and his private counselors, 

someone suggested that the girl might have been impregnated by a nomadic

Turk. The padifah also thought so. "Yes, this child probably was con
ceived from a Turk."

(Here is something that all men should tell their wives. What is 

xt that I am going to tell you? When you go to the public bath, do not 

sit down without first pouring water over the marble seat. This is true 

for either man or woman. If you are given a wet towel— it feappenes to 

me almost every time— pour hot water over it and then squeeze it out.

If you do not pour water over it, then some unpleasant thing may happen 

to you. Even in our law1^ it says, "Be aware of dangers." Maybe the 

man who used it before you has a (disease) Maybe it is a contagious 
disease. Know this well.

If you go to aCcodk^ do not eat a cold dish,, Do not drink cold soup. 

1^ ^  drink it. Do not drink cold water. Many people say, "I

cannot drink anything hot, I drink what is cold," and they drink some

thing only after cooling it. If you do this, be sure that tea or soup 

cools after you receive it. Let it cool before you, and then drink it 

because heat kills (germs»*

Do not spit when you are upset somewhere. When you spit, you may 

be sick with a disease. Someone else may catch it. You may say, "Brother, 

do not speak of such things," but I am going to speak of them be

cause it is for your welfare. Do not spit I Swallow itJ I know this from

15,The reference here is to Moslem canon law.
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experience.)16

Yes, now let us continue our story. But what 2 just said also 

has a point. Now, what has this girl said? nI told youl Yes, I 

have a child, but I do not have a husband. I was not given to a hus

band. It is not that my husband died and the child is living. The 

of a man never touched my hand. But I do not know from where I gained 
this child."

Sinan gave this information to his father and mother. He told 

everything just as he had gotten it from the woman

The padifah said to his wife, "Lady, I believe this may be true. 

There may be something to it. Let us believe this."

I Now, sirs, two Scholars) had once discussed a certain matter with 

each other. One of them had said, "One must first strive before(AllaE) 

will give one his (destin^>." The other had said, "Allah gives what

ever He had decided. Even if.you strive, Allah gives what He b»« already 

decided upon. Now the sayings of both are correct, but let us solve 

the problem. There are hidden meaning in what they said.

Whereever they went, people woikld say, "Correct" to what both of 

them said. Different people announced their opinion: "Both of them 

speak the truth. 1 But there was^ monastery^ in Bagdad owned by an

^ I n  an edited version of this tale, this harangue on sanitary 
practices might well be omitted. The effort of the Archive is to 
preserve the narration exactly as it occurred.

17The text s hich means a dervish seminary or monastery.
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intelligent women, They said, "Let ns go and have her settle our 

dispute."

These two scholars reached Ragdad, They found the monastery and 

told the woman their problem. She said to them, "Come at night. Then 

we shall solve jour problem,”

When it became night» these scholars returned. They saw that more

■  ̂  ̂ -■ than 100 disciples had gathered together» and when these disciples

were starting their ritual with the. Zxllullah»^ a barefoot» bareheaded 

young man entered. The woman said to the scholars» "He comes here from
*5*2 r * r *  *

the mountains." The » m a n  was standing apart from the ritual» a veil
1 '

he said, "What am 1 diing in he 11^1"

q v g f her face f gloves on her hands, and her body completely "covered from
“t - i l i T  -  . f a . " - - *“ “ ') 3.

* * » to *«■ j- o  Q e ? ~ -  -i
This young man went and embraced her feet and bands and kissed her

eyes.

The woman answered him» "Go away» my son» go awayi It is neither 

your fault nor my fault. The one who did this was Allah» and. the one 

who caused it to be done was also Allah,"

The boy embraced her hands and feet and again kissed her eyes.

Then» weeping» he started climbing upward, returning to the mountaia.

The woman said to the scholars, 1TDid you see that young man?"

"Tee,"

j j> ' 7

1
r*

j ■.

■r“

"He xs my son, my brother, and ay husband/"

18,

V-'t
EillnUah means the shadow of God on earth, an epithet often

__ A iPijW ■" li A v*applied to the Caliph,

&.1 14- - -
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Now observe this turn of (fate7>hat has happened her«. Did she

not say "ay son (when she bore), sy brother, and ay husband"? How 

could this be?

The woman explained« "Oh, scholars I The owner of this monastery 

was my father« One day my father went to the bathhouse where in the 

morning he took a bath. Histsemalb spilled on the stone where he sat

and bathed. Hie semen spills there. My father left, and later I came 

into the bathhouse.; Because I did not know about the spilled semen of 

my father, I unknowingly sat on it. That semen entered my(jwomb) and 

thus I became pregnant.
"Time came and time went, but I was not aware of what had happened

me. My mother questioned me. The neighbor questioned me. They made 

me take an oath: ’If you are a Moslem, then swear that you have not had 

any relation with any man! God forbid! * They had me examined. I was 

a virgin, but in my womb there was a child. At last they said it was

"Vhen the child came into the world, ----- -------  — ~  —

illegitimate children thrown into(moeque)yards. 'This must be a bastard.' 

He took the child u] .ed it to his house. (The trade of this

man had been the operation of a mill. He was a miller. ) He said to

caused by fate.

rags and thrown away somewhere. A passing traveler heard a cry, and
___ 4 m --

following the sounds he came to a (trench) in which lay a new-born baby.
He said to himself, 'This must be a (bastard)' for he had heard of many
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his wife« 'Woman« you have been desiring a child. Here is a child. 1 

found it in a trench. If it dies« it dies; if it survives, it survives. 

It is a boy.*

"The miller and his wife fed that child until it reached the age of 

eighteen. He is the young man you have just seen, who embraced ay hands 

and feet and cried.

"At last the neighbors of that miller said to the boy, 'This miller 

is not your fatherJ*

"'Oh-h-hJ'

"'Nor is his wife you motherI*

"'Whose son am I?'

"'We do not know. It is not clear whether you are Christian or 

Moslem, or to which way of life you belong. The miller brought you from

somewhere else, fed you, and adopted you as a son. But it is not known _
«**/■ -J- -i'iu —  >**'"* +•**•■/

from where you came or whose son you are•*
1 f
> l VtM f-f
« i  -  +

^  V I  ̂  cy ,yi/ ^
-- ÇS ^ 7 3

h

"The neighbors told him these things. This boy had become fully 

mature by the age of eighteen and his <^ridi) would not permit him to re

main there. 'Since this miller is not my father, his wife is not my
mother, place is forbidden to me.' He left19 and came to Bagdad.

Pq j two years he served here in my father's monastery. After he had 

served two years, my father came to like him, and he gave me to him

in marriage.
"Some time passed. One day after we had become husband and wife,

I asked him, 'Where are you from? My father gave me to you, but who are

19The narrator's exact words were he takes his head (and) goes awa^.

20The Turkish text here reads My father's blood boiled toward him.
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* J f A
Z - ' "  'conceived from my father’s semen. This child is my husband. My father 

died from knowledge of this. When the child learned about it, his mind

¡us was p&rtiAllfr destroyed. From that d(
0 >r c ̂

J '

you and whose son are you?1
•The young w*w asked me, ’Will X tell the truth or lie?’

"I told him, ’Moslems tell the truth, and do not lie. Tell what 

is truthl*

™’I do not know whose son I am.•

” ’Ohl’
"•I do not know what place I came from either. A miller found me 

somewhere. He found me because he heard me crying as a baby. He took 

me home and provided for me. When I reached the age of eighteen, some 

Of the miller’s neighborhood said to me, These are neither your father 

nor your mother. Where you came from is also not known." When I dis

covered that it was not known whose son I was or from what way of life 

I came, my pride would not allow me to remain there. I immediately 

came here.’
•‘Later, I told all this to my father. My father called to him 

miller who had fed this young man. This miller had been keeping the 

rags in which he had found the child, lie brought them and showed them 

to my father. He also showed him the place where he had found the child 

My father looked there and recognized the place. He said, *1 took him 

to this place.’
•This child is my child. This child is my brother, because he was

was partial}» destroyed. From that day to today he has been crying,
__gj W y  T * --------- di a4~ r h O C H ---

Ojdit

___rA i-M c es

__ (fc O-i

CJ t  ---------------------------------------- ------U j i t r v ,  J .  t  6-f- l-UCW i~ U>y*-h yU*0'
c  — s e b f - « * *  1-* * t o  *>•'‘ «'“ « 7  «•
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crying in the mountains. 'How did I become intimate with my mother?

Why do I burn in hell?'

"Here he just came and embraced my hands and feet. He embraced 

ay neck. What do I say?

"'Go away, my eon; go away, my son; go away. It is neither your 

fault nor my fault* There is a God who has been doing, acting.' >*' j

"Now both your sayings are correct. You must strive, but no 

matter how much you strive, Allah makes happen what he wishes to 

happen. Fate becomes part of this."

Well, now 1 must bring my story back to Sinan. The son of the 

padi$ah said to his father, "This three-year-old boy is Katmer's, but 

Katmer was not given to a husband. No man's hand had touched her. The 

child was borne by her, but there is no father." The padifah and his 

wife agreed with this.

(Look, now 1 am going to tell you the way something like this 

happens or is possible so that you too will say it happens or is possible. 

There are many acts of fate. Someone may say, "Friend, 1 thought that 

you were wise, but there had been no wisdom in what you have done, 

teach everybody wisdom, but here you have lacked good sense." Many might 

say this. Why? Perhaps because you did not seem to inquire and ponder 

and weigh the matter. Why did you do this job this way? But you could 

answer, "It was not because of knowing or not knowing. It had nothing 

to do with asking or not asking. Fate will enter even if you have the 

wisdom of fifty.)

^  — — 0
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"Shah father, I am going to marry this woman. Yes, there is no 

one who owns her. This is our destiny. We are going to provide for 
this child."

"Very welll" said the ruler, and he gave orders to have the marriage
y{/U-v — ~ Hi* i t

act recorded according to the traditions of this period. By the will 

of Allah they took Katmer to Sinan. A great wedding festival was held 

in which they gave two youths, two lovers, to each other. It was a very 
benevolent occasion.

But the rase remained in Katmer's bosom. She did not show anybody 

this flower. The rose which she had received from that old man remained 

concealed in her bosom.

Gentlemen, let them stay here. Come now, let us hear the news about 

another place. News about whom? About Lâtif Shah, about Katmer's 

mother, and also about Katmer's brother«;.

The father of the girl, Lâtif Shah, had intended to kill her when 

she was eight months pregnant at the age of eighteen. His council had 

not allowed him to do this, and so he had exiled the girl to the 

of Fers. This girl now has become the legitimate wife of the son of 

the padiçah of Fers. Thus we come to the news about the fiât her of the 

girl, about iJLtif Shah

Lâtif Shah also had two sons, Asxl and Nesil, and a wife. This 

man had had three descendants: a girl and two boys. He exiled his

girl, and so only his sons remained in his household. Asxl was now 

fourteen years old and Nesil was Sixteen*

f- A  dtd,
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Whon Lfttif Shah lay sleeping and was in theworld of dreams, an

¿■a. --CltSKo
old saintly aaJ1 with a white beard came into his dream* He said« n0 

Lfttif Shah, you hare a^seven^year ordeal) to endure. It will be a great 

ordeal for that length of time. Do you wish to suffer it in this world,—  cilice o*v</«d./ uiov/d «3v
or do you want to leave it for the other world? Which do you want?»*

Lfttif Shah woke mp and realized that it was a dream. "AllahJ There

is Boae jxrovidence in this dream. Such an experience was not something 

passing through my mind. It was a dreamI" said he.

At last that day passed and again it became night. He lay down 

and fell asleep. For the second time, that man with the white beard 

appeared. He was the saintly old man who had sold Katmer the flower. 21 

”0 Lfttif Sliah, you have a seven-year ordeal to endure. You will suffer 

this destiny at one time or another. Do you want it in this world, or 

do you want to leave it for the next world? Which do you want?”

This sian woke up and again found that it had been a dream. As be

fore, he did not say anything about it to anyone.

On the third night he had the same dream. The white-bearded man 
spoke sternly, "I am speaking to youI Why do you not heed? You have 

coming an ordeal which you will suffer for seven years. Do you want 

this ordeal to occur in this world, or is it to be left to the next 

world? Why do you not heed?"

Lfttif Shah awoke. "There seems to be no way of escape from this.

21This was Hizir. The dilemma he poses for Lfttif Shah is common in 
the folktale: whether to suffer some ordeal now or later. The "later" is not 
always in the next world. Just as often the choice is between the present time 
and the time of one's old age. See Archive tales #93 and #209.
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look I This ie the third tine it has happened,” he thought to himself. 

It was midnight, but nevertheless he gave orders that hie council 

assemble« He called also for a team of (theol*g^^nsT)

When they had gathered, he said to his council, "I have been hear

ing a voice from the invisible yorld for three nights. For three nights 

an old man has appeared before me, and said, 'You are to suffer a seven- 

year ordeal* This will affect not only you but your children as we 11 . ^  

Will you suffer it in this world, or will it be left for the other 

world?' He said this each of the three nights* What isyour opinion 

of this?"

His council said, "This is not a material problem but a spiritual 

one. Only theologians can interpret this. It is not our work."

The theologians had gathered by now, and he consulted them. "Which 

choice should I take?"

The theologians said this to him: "My Shah, you have seen this 

dream three nights. Your dream has cone from Allah, not from the (devil}) 

The devil comes just once. This is third, but he will come once more, 

into your dream. Realize that he is waiting for an answer from you.

For this answer he will come into you dream a fourth time and say,

'Which one do you want?' The ordeal of the other world is harder to 

endure than is this world's ordeal. Let him make you suffer in this 

world. Say, 'I shall suffer in this world.' In the other world you could

pp
On none of the three nights had the bearded man mentioned iAtif 

Shah's children.



not endure it.n

Their advice was like that which (BehlSl Danej once gave tn^ m m  

RefS).^^ In spite of all his endeavors« BehlSl could not awaken >»■*.» 

elder brother« who was like a padiyah« to his own situation*

He saw his brother's man^(vrong-doingsV)but he was unable to sake his

brother fully aware of them*
. p4One day Harun Regit saw this blessed man of God coming along the 

street toward him. "Where are you coming from?" he asked BehlSl* 
"From(hel2T^

People who heard this laughed* They said« "Ah« this is the business 

of a(lanaticT> What does he mean by saying this?"

"Well« why had you feone to the hell?" asked his brother*

"To get warm! I felt cold. I went to get warm«" said BehlSl.

"Well« did you fee./ warm there?"

"No« I could not find any fire*"

"Why?"
25"Beciiuse everyone else who had gone there had taken his own fire*

Not even a single spark fell upon me."

Look« look! 1 see what he means. What he is trying to say is this: 

"Openyotsreyes!" They [the theologians] said [to L&tif Shah]« "Choose

ox■^Harun Regit (Haroun al-Raschid) was the Caliph (spiritual leader) 
of Islam at Bagdad at the end of the eighth century and the start of 
the ninth* According to legend« he had a brother or half-brother named 
BehlSl Dane« who was a saintly fool who used his assumed madness as a 
cover for his berating of the powerful and all-too-worldly Caliph.

2bThe Turkish here is evliya-i-ullah.

^That is to say, the flames of hell that sinners suffer in the 
afterlife are the results of their own wrongdoings while upon earth.



his ablutions and performed 

>wn on his bed« As soon as

to hare your ordeal take place in this world."

"All right."
When it became night, Lfitif Shah to 

his eveningprayers. After that, he la? 
h, had S O M  to SIMP, the whit.-be»rd.d m s  came »gain. "Oh, sir, this 

is tha fourth tiM. Which do you choose? You hare a seven-year ordeal 

to suffer. Do you uant to suffer it in this world, or will it he

left for the other world?"
»let me suffer it in this world. The other world's ordeal is hard-

er, heavier. This world comes and goes, anyway , But the torture of

the other world is too hardi» (This was what the theologians had told

him.)

in this

"All right, it has been so
know why y< 

daughteris the reason? You your

written! You will suffer your ordeal

why you must suffer this ordeal?
unjustlyat the age of eighteen

exiled. That is why. It is to avenge and satisfy the curse of this

child, that you, along with your Children, will suffer seven years 
that your(y 5 i B e t) will not remain for the other world. Get upl

Morning is almost here."

so

XÂtif Shah arose.

children pit on their fine clothes

great(crowd) rapidly

that the sun was rising. He and his 

looked out again and saw a
"Whatapproaching the palace on all four sides.

crowd that is!" thought iAtif Shah. He looked again and saw that

they were his own people. At last they surrounded the palace and went
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round and round it. Some of them attacked the palace yith(svorc&) in 
their hands.

"Stop!" what has happened? What do you want?"

"We do not want you! The people do not want you, and we too do not 
want you!"

They stripped all the fine clothing from him, his wife, and his 

two children, leaving them clad only in their undergarments, and then 

drove them away barefoot, bareheaded, deposed. Observe the ordeal. 

Because he wanted it to be in this world, within less than twenty-four 

yours, it all commenced. After having made his choice during the night 

he was surrounded in early morning and driven into exile. Another 

padi^ah became ruler and sat on the (fchrone) in hi« place. Just as he 

had had his daughter exiled, so he himself, together with his children, 

was also driven out, in the same way, into a foreBt. Horsemen took 

them away, unfastened their arms, and left them within a dense forest. 

Then the aowntejLjnen rett

They were hungry and thirsty. As I told you, Katmer, the daughter, 

had also remained hungry and thirsty in this forest for three years.

The children cried a little for bread. But from where could he get 

any? He would like to give them bread, but there was none. They had 

been driven away barefoot, bareheaded. Why? And what would happen to 

them they did not know. After all, the are were no Other people there,

and no travelers, so that they would continue to want

To the cries of the children Llttif Shah said, "My children, stop
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this» It has become night* but the owner of the nigh* of course 

brings day too. My children, by the time the sun rises, other things 

may happen. When it becomes morning, perhaps we may come to the edge

of this forest. There are many people oiCbenovolenca) who will hand out

bread among Ltravelersl) My children, be patient this night I" advised their 

father and mother.

One of the children said, "I must answer the call of nature and re

lieve myself."

"Go ahead, my boyJ For such natural, need there should be no (Shame}) 

Go behind some tree and relieve your distress.

The boy went behind a tree to relieve himself, with the intention 

of returning. But, he went toward smother tree, and then, going and 

going, he walked on and on in the forest. The boy went to the depth 

of the forest, crying, "Mother 1 Mother!" No voice came from his 

opposite side.

His father and mother saw that the boy had gone. L&tif Shah said, 

"What has happened to this boy?" He got up and went to that tree, but 

when he left it, he also became lost. Soon the womsm and the second boy 

also started looking for the others. As it grew darker and darker, they 

all lost contact with each other in this forest.

Asxl v;is crying on the one side, "Mother, father, brother!" Nesil 

was crying at another side. Lilt if Shah was looking for them in one 

direction, "Son, wife, son!" And the woman searched in another direction. 

In this great forest they became separated from each other. This was
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divine dispensation of the ovnar of power and weight«

Come* now* from whom shall we get news? Let tus hare the news 
from the woman.

That woman, who was the wife of Lfttif Shah, cried until morning: 

"Oh, my son! Oh, my son!" The sun had already risen elsewhere, but 

in the forest: there was still no light. While this woman was sobbing,

some people of the city and nearby villages had come to cut wood with
-1-

forty or fifty wagons. One of them said, "Wait, father! Wait a 

minute! A voice is coming toward us."

They too listened. Tes, a voice was coming, sobbing, "ify son!" 

Three or five men ran toward the eoiee. At last they came to the 

woman. Her head was bare and her feet were bare. Sobbing, she 

 ̂  ̂ pbunded her knees,^ and pulled out her hair. She was wandering in

the forest. They grabbed the woman.

-f- Aulì

t

"Oh, mother, who is your son? What is your situation? Why are you 

crying?"

. "Oh, my sons! I lost my sons. X lost my husband! Where should 1
g / ¡i v C

look for them? Where can I find them?"

in. I~ ‘I~ Ì
l l

"Come, mother! Although mountains cannot meet mountains, human, 

beings may meet each other again just so long as they do not die. We 

cannot tell you where to look for and find them in this forest, 

would be impossible. Come, mother, come! Let us take care of you.

Let us take you into the city. Perhaps your husband and sons have been 

found, just as we have found you." They took care of the woman.

^Although striking one’s knees while one is sitting.may be a 
fairly general gesture of grief or despair, it is usually not pro
tracted or emphasized. In Turkish tales it is carries on at length 
and with vigor.
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Alas! What would the woman do? Some of them had the woman dress

in a pair of their baggy troussers. Some of them had the woman wear
And. SC-irf̂

one of their head scarves« They brought her to their wagons and made

her enter one. They came to anQjm on their way. They tied their 

wagons in front of the inn. They said to the innkeeper* "Innkeeper 

father* this is an unfortunate woman. She has bloody feet. We 

found this woman within the forest. The sons and husband of this 

woman have been lost within the forest. Give a room to this woman. 

Take care of her. Give her bread and bring other dishes. What

ever the cost* it will be paid by us. Give a room to this woman. We 

shall stay here this night* and in the morning we shall take this 

woman with us and go."

The^Tnnkeeper) gave a room to the woman and took a look at her. 

nI seem to know this woman*” he thought. She seened to be a mature 

and sophisticated woman* although she has fallen into poverty or some 

misfortune. He said* "Sister!11

"What?" she asked.

"Well* what is your relationship to these people?" 

f-"Nothing! I do not know them«i”

"All right, I suppose then, that they probably cared for you for 

the sake of Allah. But now they are going to take you off. In the end, 

someone will take care of you for the sake of Allah. Are they taking 

you somewhere to be married?"

"No! I have a husband, but X  lost him. I also have children whom
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X lost* X cannot bo given to a husband because X already have a hus

band. Perhaps he has been found, and I shall have what I long for. It 

is forbidden for b» to given to another husband. "

"Very well, sister," said the innkeeper who was a perceptive man.

would marry you by the will of Allah. Jf not, if you do not marry, 

very well. But these people are( peasants. They may take you along and

sister, and you may eall me brother. That is what is done in the 

country to travelers. Oh, you need food, and so let me give a salary 

to you. For this salary you can work in this inn. Here is this room 

for you. Lie down, get up, eat, and drink. A woman is needed for 

work in this inn. I have seen that you are clean. If you stay anywhere 

stay in this inn. Some day he will come. I am an innkeeper and your 

husband is a . Certainly one day, sooner or later, your hus-

The woman was nature and sophisticated. She saw that this would 

be quite proper. "All right, brother. Since you call me sister, I shall 

call you brother. The meaning of brother and sister is deep. You are 

my brother, and I ami your sister. I shall work in this inn, end I do 

not want anything more than food for filling my stomach. Oh, let us 

see what will happen in the end. Only protect me I 

"All right* my sister."

You cannot be given to a husband, if you were to go to a husbauad, I

make you work. They may not leave you a shred of dignity. I call you

band will come along, and become a^^uest here.

When it became morning, those men

horses to their wagons. Those forty or fifty men, who haul been steal-
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thily cutting wood« said, "Innkeeper, give tie the woman whom we found.

How much do we owe you, for the woman too?"

He said, "Brother, I have made the woman my sister, and she ha? 

agreed to be a sister to me."

"Oh-h-hl"

"let it go. Jf she wants to go with you, let her go. If not, then 

she will stay in this inn, and I will win her."

"All right, innkeeper. It is well. Let us go to her first. If 

she accepts your offer, very well, let her stay) 9

They went to the woman and said, "Mother*, you have used the name 

brother to this innkeeper. The innkeeper has also called you sister.

You have become sister and brother. Will you stay in this inn? Do 

you accept this arrangement?"

She said, "Yes. The innkeeper is a very mature and honest man.

Let me stay in this inn as my destiny."

"So let it be, my mother. Stay I Innkeeper, first to Allah and then 

to you she is trusted. Goodbye)" These men then mounted their wagons 

and departed.

Now, come, let us give the news— f;rom whom? Let us give the news 

about Sinan, the husband of Katmer and the son of the padifah of •f’ers. 

This prince fr»d married Katmer. The son of Katner grew and became seven

b«d put him into school. The boy had become such a strong boy— I cannot

ceremony and festivity that accompany it. Nowadays, at least, boys are 
usually circumcised at the age of nine or ten, seldom before the age of 
seven.

years old. Sinan had had iun cirwcisaa and

2^This is a rather early age for a Turkish circumcision with all of the
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tell you just how strong.

This prince again mounted his horse and went out to hunt* After 

(̂ hpnti5g~^he was on his way back« when he passed in front of the inn as 

the day was sinking into darkness. "Darkness has fallen« whatever 

happens or does not happen. [He had hunted rather successfully]* 

night 1 shall stay in this inn and depart in the morning«" he said.

"InnkeeperI"

The innkeeper came out and saw the son of the padifah of his own 

country. "Yes sirl Yes* my princeJ"

"Innkeeper« give me a place to stay."

"Yes, yes« please come in, my lord!" Since he was the son of a 

padi^ah, the innkeeper gave him a private room. He pulled his horse

into the stable, and fastened it

"Innkeeper, bring me breakfast."

The innkeeper went to his sister and said, "Sister, look here. I
28am urgently in need of your help. There are plenty of travelers, but 

there is one who is the son of a padi^ah. He wants breakfast. Now fix 

such dishes that he will not become angry, for that could be damaging 

to us. What are we going to do?"

"All right, brother. Do not worry."

The woman fixed a beautiful breakfast tray. She had been the. wife 

of a padifah, but since she had fallen, she was serving travelers in 

the inn. She said, "Brother, take it to the prince."

28,The Turkish expression here is I have fallen into your furnace.
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The innkeeper looked and thought, "Ah, the dishes on this(tra^ are 

beautiful# Oh, there is much merit, in this woman. May Allah grant 

that she stay permanently."

He brought the tray to Sinan's room. Sinan, being the son of a 

padifah, examined the arrangement of the tray. He looked at the dishes 

and at the way in which the^hapB^was folded. After Sinan had finished, 

eating his meal, the innkeeper came in to remove his tray.

"Innkeeperl"

"Tes, sirI Yes, my prince1"

"Innkeeper, who set this tray and who fixed these dishes?** said he.

"I hare a sister," said he.

"Is she you actual sister?"

"No, my lord. Some travelers brought her here. So, she became 

sister to me, and 1 became brother to her. She is working here."

"Innkeeper, this woman is a refined person. What a pity that she 

has fallen to working in an inn."

"Yes, my prince."
The prince paused. Sinan was a wise boy as well as the son of a 

padifah. He had spare clothing, and he now changed his dresses.

"Innkeeperl"

"Test"

"Innkeeperl"

"Yes, sirI Yes, my prince!"
‘Take this<^handkerchief) of mine, these (under garments) and these 

C^ocks^ Take them to your sister and have her wash them tonight so that
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I may have than back again by tomorrow no ruing.n

"Right away I” He took these things and. brought then to the woman. 

"Sister, the prince changed his clothes from his handkerchief down to 

his socks. You trash all these and have them ready by the morning.

"All right, brother, I shall get them ready." That night the 

woman washed, dried, and folded the clothes beautifully. She folded 

the handkerchief as a handkerchief should be folded; she folded the 

socks as socks should be folded, and the wader garments as they should 

folded. She wrapped all of these up in a neat bundle and had it ready 

in the morning. She said to the innkeeper, "Take this."

The innkeeper picked it up and took it to his (guest). "Here, my 

prince," he said, placing it in his room.

"Innkeeper, have breakfast brought1"

"It will be brought," He went to the woman and said, "Sister, he 

wants breakfast. He will mount his horse and go then. Sister, 

again dependent upon you for help." The innkeeper was nervous.

The woman furnished the tray carefully with breakfast, and then 

she said, "Take it, my brother 1"

The breakfast was placed in front of Sinan. This he looked at with 

interest. He opened the clothing bundle and found that the socks were 

folded as socks should be, and the handkerchief as a handkerchief should 

be. '»The person who folded the handkerchief," he thought, "must also 

be the person who folded the socks." He ate the breakfast. Looking 

again at how these things had been folded (the handkerchief, the socks, 

and the rest), he called, "Innkeeper, come!"
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. "Yes!" aaid the innkeeper.

■J£^' Q + ^  ’ ¿j'Tou are to give this woman to me. I shall take this woman with
r r  ■ /J®*» on horse back to the palace."

0 T* ^ What could the innkeeper say? "Well, sir, I am obligated to you.
3r" la t  Let me kiss your hand, your feet I"

1 5 ST'
r «Look he re I I do not understand this sister and brother and so on.* _ ̂  jr*

a 4r You are to give her to me."
T

The innkeeper said to himself, "Alas, we did this by our own hand.

All right, son of a dog, why have you appeared?" He went to the woman

and said, "Sister, there is no help for it. It is a thing that just

-\es

happened."

"What, brother? May it be auspicious!"

"The prince liked your service. He said, 'You are to give me this 

woman. I shall take her to my palace.' There is no way out of it despite 

my begging. He will take you whether or not you want to go. I did not 

give you; he is simply taking you. Both the(cannon and the(gun are in 

his hand. He is a son of a padifah. He could say, 'Destroy this inn! 

Destroy, destroy! Give it to the(fire! Burn this inn!' Sister, they 

would also then take you and go."

The woman saw that this was true. "Brother, again 1 am sister to 

you, and you are brother to me. In any case, we are sister and brother. 

Wherever I go we shall remain sister and brother still. I drank your 

water, and I shall not forget. The time may come when I can save you 

from innkeeping, Allah willing. But in this too there is some divine 

dispensation."
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"This is the situation« Whether or not yon agree to go, he will 

carry yon off anyway. He is the son of a padigah, and even if yon do 

not consent to go, he will take you along 'with him."

"All right, innkeeper. May no harm come to you. The harm which 

would come to you would come to me too. Go and say, 'She will go with
you, • »«

She went with him to the prince. What could the innkeeper say? 

Of course the innkeeper is not willing to have her go. But an order 

is an order. He was the rulerl

Sinan took the woman up onto the horse with him and returned to 
the city.

Come, let us hear the news from someone else. From whom?

On the night when the prince did not return, Katmer was in the

palace with her child. Her father-in-law was in one room; her mother-
■ . 5/fc ^-------in-law was xn another room. The '"female slaves andi^hare^(concubines^)

swirled around Katmer like (moths)

That night the old, white-bearded, Hftzreti^Hxsxr) the one who 

said, "I am selling a flower,n and whom Katmer had seen once in her

father's palace, came into her dream now.

"0 my girl, be happy. Good news! Tomorrow afternoon your mother 

will meet you. But, my daughter, for a while do not acknowledge her as 

you mother."

Katmer woke up and realized that it was a dream. "Let us see. 

D̂estiny)is to make my mother and me meet in th^jmirro^ of fate^-Allah 

willing." Katmer was watching the route of the padijah's son, sitting

—
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In the afternoon she saw that the son of the padi?ah,

on horseback, had emerged from the distance. Also, there was a woman 

on the horse that was coming. She was pleased. "My mother is coming!" 
she said to herself.

Sinan called as soon as he had dismounted in front of the door, 

"Katmer!" Katmer, with her female slaves, went down. "Katmer!"

"Yes, son of the padifah."

"Katmer, I have a mother, but you do not have a mother. I have 

brought you a mother. [Look, look at the one about whom he is talking. 

Oh, he does not know! How could he know her mother?] I brought you a 

mother, Katmer. You will not be bored in the palace now. She can fix 

such fine dishes! She can set such a table! Other employees in my 

palace are not of such merit. I liked very much the way in which this 

mother folded my handkerchief and under garments, and I liked too the 

way in which she prepared the food and set it forth. 1 considered 

her suitable for your service. Now that she is your mother, you may 

sit together."

"You have done very well, son of the pad if ah!" Katmer said. She 
had recognised her real mother just as soon as she had seen her, but

in the presence of Sinan, son of the pad if ah, she did not acknowledge 

her by saying, "This is my actual mother!"

And so too with the mother. When the woman had seen her daughter, 

heiQieart)had ached. She recognised the daughter at once, but she 

said to herself, "She does not recognize me, and perhaps I had better 

not give her any hint of my (identity} This is the son of someone who

^ e c o y *  ieu> ---&  f-tvP -f k ?-«-, tc'w-v

^  toy* <
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is >(^traLag«r)to me. If the young man learns of our relationship, 

he may vonder, 'What sort of a woman have I married if her «other is 

a creature of the forest. Let us go slowly in this matter."

"You have done very well," Katmer saiid again to Sinan.

Then Sinan, having delivered the woman, went to hi« padifah 

father. "0 padifah father!"

"What, my son?"

"Today at an inn I found a «other for Katmer, and I have brought 

her here to the palace."

"Hy son, first you found a wife in the forest, end now you find 

her «other at an inn. We shall have to see about this."

"Q padifah father, this woman I found barefooted, bareheaded at 

an inn. But, padifah father, if you send your soldiers around the 

whole world, could they find such a mother as this one is? She is 

suitable as a servant for Kataer, for the palace, and for you and my 

own mother too. 1 discovered and brought here this gray-haired 

woman."

The wife of the padifah said, "Qur Prince Sinan is certainly 

praising this woman whom he has brought home. First let me observe

her<jiehavior)and see if it is as good as it is praised to be. We 

shall determine whether this is so."

After she had observed the woman closely for three days and 

three nights, Sinan*s mother said to herself, "Oh, my son is indeed 

a clever man. He may have brought this whitehaired woman from an
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id -- tA'>\~f ’ ’f'-nefS Z®'/' /-*, y£***_  ̂ -fo

inn* but sho is such a one that I cannot held her hand."

[Sir, it is a very distinguishing thing to be well-bred. (Nobility") 

ia a thing quite unique!]

Sinan's mother said to her husband, "My padi$ah, our child is 

indeed a very sagacious person. Look, look: at this towel which that 

woman washed! Look at the way she has folded this handkerchief!"

The padiipah gazed at these things and said, "Yes, a great many 

towels have passed throxigh my hands, but never before have I ever seen 

anything like this. Why, lady, she has even more ability than you do!"

"Yes, my padifah, that is obvious!"

On the fourth night the son of the padifah was again away from 

the palace. Katmer was lying down, and for a while she had slept. The 

older woman did not sleep at all, and after a while she went to the side 

of the bed, took Katmer's head, and put it in her lap. She wept as she 

looked into Katmer*a face, and as she wept, she recited this poem:

1 have lost my spouse
And your brother too.

Sleep my child, sleep my child, 
Sleep, 0 baby!

What would you do
Now your mother has come? 

Wish now a wish,
Katmer, my girl.

29 To compete with her.
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There is still in ay heart 
An aching for you.

Sleep, ay child, now sleep. 
Sleep, baby, sleep.

Sleep while I say "Nenni,"
Now little, yon will grow, 

For that you must sleep much- 
sleep, my child, now sleep.

Actually, the girl had awakened when her mother had first cried 

out, but she had not opened her eyes. She was keeping her eyes shut, 

but her 366 blood vessels had become weak. ^  But Katmer opened her 

eyes when theCtear^ of her mother fell on her face. She opened first 

oneCeyelict) and then the other when her mother started to weep.

"Mother, why are you crying?" she asked;

"For nothing, my girl."

"Oh, yes, mother, you are crying for some reason. What is it?"

"My girl, lie down again and sleep. Do you ever ask yourself 

where you were born? Did you come from a hold in a wall? Or did you 
just grow up somehow in the forest? J once bore a girl and two boys,

30 Expression used in many Turkish lullabies. The word itself, spelled 
nenni or ninni means lullaby.

^  In Turkish folk physiology the body has 366 blood vessels. There 
are many beliefs about them. Beh$et Mahir, narrator of this tale, 
for example, told us in Summer 19 6k that he could perform well only 
while standing, for then his 366 "veins" could all vibrate freely. It 
was only after he reached 70 that Beh$et Efendi sat while narrating.
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and I once had a husband* We fell in such a way tha^Dostin^ scattered 

us in different directions* and that is why I weep* ay girl."

Katmer arose and embraced her Bother's neck. "Oh, my mother! I 

could not stand your crying. Just a little while before Sinan, the 

son of the pad if ah, brought you here, I saw in my dream a saintly old 

man. He informed me that you would be coming soon afterwards. You 

are my mother, and I am your daughter! I did not let the son of the 

padifah know it, but I recognized you at once even though you did not 

realize who 1 was."

"Don't say that, daughter, for I had also recognized you. I 

known you were *y daughter since I arrived, That is why I wept.

I thought that you were asleep, I could not help myself. But, my 

daughter, let us recognize each other only secretly, not before anyone

else."

Katmer asked, "Where is my father? What has happened to him? What 

became of my brothers?"

Just as I have related that whole account to you [the listeners], 
so the woman now related it all to Katmer. ^  "Oh, my girl, it is

Truncating h»« apparently occurred here in the failure of the 
narrator to repeat the entire adventure of the family cast out into 
the forest. Was the truncating done by some predecessor of Behcet?
Did Behcet abbreviate the tale here? Did he do it just for this 
telling— possibly to save tape or because he supposed that we had less 
time for repetitions thajq do coffeehouse audiences? Comparison of 
this text with other renderings by Behcet which may have been taped, 
might reveal answers to some of these questions.
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your ordt&l which has caused us all to vomit• ^  1 lost my two sous«

A®̂ J. “ d Nesil, in the forest« and there I lost my husband too« 1 

was crying and sobbing there in the forest when the peasants found me 

and took me to an inn along the road they traveled. For a while I 

worked at that inn« but then your husband became a guest at that inn. 

In response to my services to him, he said to me, »Let me take you to 

the palace where you will serve as a mother.*

"As soon as he arrived before the palace door, he said to you, 

'Katmer, I have brought you a mother. I have a mother but you do not. 

Now I have found a mother for you too, and I have brought her here.

Katmer said, "The one who made him utter such words must have 

been God himself, for what he spoke was reality. Here is my mother 

with me. Jt is you!"

"My daughter, he is the son of a padifah, and this is a padi^ah's 

palace. Thank God who made you meet me <and me meet you. But let us 

not reveal our relationship. Yes, we have acknowledged each other, 

but let this remain for now something just between us. Let us see

what the(mirror--of denting will reveal to us in the future.
“ — , 1+wti V O

Ask your father; do not cry.
Time passes; do not cry.

Who shuts the door today may later 
Open it. Do not cry.

33 The expression in Turkish for someone's behavior under excruciating 
duress is to vomit blood. Listeners to this tale would clearly inter
pret vomit that way. To vomit blood is an ancient Turkish expression, 
appearing several times in the ninth-century epic The Book of Dede 
Korkut. This expression say at one time have been meant literally.
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Tha moon goes for thirty days. Fiftoon aro in whole or partial darkness, 
but the other fifteen are in light

Leave them now where they are» Come, let us give some other news* 
About whom? About Hikmetl

This boy reached his fifteenth year, but he was a very strong young 

man for that age. His name was Hikaet, and he bed been borne by 

Katmer. "I once sniffed a flower. No one knows whether or not he came 

from that flower, but all of a sudden God placed him in my womb. This is 

Hikmet's child, and so I named him Hikmet.n

One day the Council of the Padifah of Tors (the visiers and the 

wise men of the capital city) went to their ruler and spoke to him in 

this manner: "Our good padifah, we wish to say something about Destiny. 

Your son found a bride in the forest and brought her here. Very wellI 

This bride already had a child whom she has now reared to the age of 

fifteen. The name of the child is Hikmet, but who is his father? Have 

you asked this?”

”1 asked my son about this, but the woman has not told him anything; 
about it."

This ’was the way in which the Council spoke to the padifah about 

this; matter. They felt compelled to ask this question when they saw 

the boy go often to his grandfather, the Padifah of Fere.

"Did you not inquire about him?”

3k See footnote #8 of this tale for the traditional meanings of
Hikmet



"I asked my son, but the woman had not told him anything about
it."

"Oh, your majesty, it would be good to learn the secret of this 

woman. There may be something important about what she ‘has not told.« 

There is definitely some cause behind this Destiny, why is it that you,

as padiyah, have not investigated this?«« They spoke in this way to the 
pariiyah.

He realised that what they had said was quite appropriate, and so 

he called $inan to his presence. "My son," he said, "you once brought 

a strikingly beautiful woman from the forest. Although we wished to 

speak of this, you instead spoke to us, saying, «1 am the one who shall 

marry this woman!" I accepted this. Now you have been married for 

twelve years, and her son is fifteen years old. Let us now call this 

woman and learn from her what her secret is concerning this boy. ^  He 

is her child. What does she mean by saying,«! cannot tell how or from 

what origin this occurred«?» This is (something which must be explained. 

I cannot account for Destiny, but there are always certain known facts 

connected with any act of Destiny. If you exert a little force, the 
truth will be revealed."

The padiyah thus called his son to him and advised h-i» of the 

decision of the Council. ««My son, there may be some inconvenience in

35
There is an unintelligible sentence at this point, jt seems to be 

a distortion in the taping. Perhaps with some special audio expertise
*blV ^ reC° r r th® 8entence* I* “»y o«t be very important, for the logical flow of narrative does not seem to be disrupted without It #
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this for you, but we must have an explanation of the secret of this
WOBan. "

The result of all this conferring was that all of those concerned 

finally went to the room of Katmer— the eon of the padifah (her husband, 

Sinan), her mother-in-law, her father-in-law, and the viaiers. 

mother was already there.

Sinan spoke, "Katmer we talked of this matter in the forest. It 

may have been Destiny*a doing, but there are always some known facts 

connected with the acts of Destiny* Thin boy h«« now grown up to the 

age of fifteen, and ay mother is applying pressure on me about this; 

ay father is applying pressure about it, and so is the Council. Do 

not conceal or deny. Tour virtue is still alive. This is a matter 

of Destiny, and we do not have anything to say to you about it 

except to inquire how this child came into being."

Katmer saw that there was no way for her to avoid any longer 

telling the truth about herself. "0 son of the padi$ah! First of all, 

this woman here whoa you brought to me from the inn is ay actual mother 

who fed me while I was in her womb for nine months before she bore me.

1 am telling this in front of my mother, but until now neither she nor 

I acknowledged each other publicly."

But the boy was also there, he whose name was Hikmet, standing 

beside Iter and listening to her explanation.

"I am the daughter of Lfttif Shah, and my name is Katmer. This is 

my mother, but my father ewd ay two brothers are still lost somewhere
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in the forest. This news of them ray mother has given me.

"One day when I was eighteen years old, I was looking out the 

palace window. An old, white—bearded nan with a single rose in hi*» 

hand was shouting, 'I am selling a rose I' 1 said to ay (odalisqueŝ )
’Call that man selling the rose I* When the old man came, I bought the 

rose he held in his hand. 1 sniffed the rose and placed it in my 

bosom where from that day to this one it haw remained."

They all said, "Well, take it out so that we may see it!"

As Katmer was removing the rose from her bosom, the fifteen-year- 

old Bikmet exclaimed, "No, mother! Do not take out the rose!" He went 

to stand by the window as he said this.

The woman took out the rose and said, "Whatever it was that happened 

somehow happened after this."

) 6  **** c . \ The boy said, "0 mother, I told you not to take out the rose. You
o/ttw1 ; 10 r

-fi lA-

have disclosed this secret! See— the rose has faded!"

ot , h '
JU *•«'’* *
|«.-C b* cC( * o\- The nightingale flown!

n Laugh now, mother, laugh

/M*

The rose has faded,

Or sadly moan!

Uttering these lines, Hikmet leapt out the window.

So that is how matters stood, gentlemen. The rose had faded and 

the nightingale had flown, and whether people laughed or cried, there 

was no changing that fact. Because she had reared the child with such 

great difficulty at first, the woman cried out with more than usual 

sorrow. The mother of Katmer also began to cry, and soon a general
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sound of grief arose from throughout the whola palace. And now the 

mother and father of ¿man regretted what they had done.

In the midst of all thin anguish Sinan triad to console Katmer, 

He tried to reduce her great grief, "I cannot ceane grieving, non of

the padi^ah. Either I shall find ay child or I shall die trying to
& . 1 Ì U - I - --------L  L,, — ^  I * *  —  “ -f -o  ip r - t  f , - w - t a

do b o ," - ' ii.,±4-f*s v-“
"I cannot let you go, Katmer. We are each otherre until death, 

and I cannot be parted from you." Sinan was ao much in love with 

fiat mar that tha palace would become a dark prison for him if he could 

not see har there.

Katmer considered her situation. She said to herself, "Ihis 

non of a padipah will not permit me to leave* That is evident. He 

Cigy soul became a bird: and flew away. I must search to find him. Can 

I find him? Our ancestors said, 'Nothing is really found by searching.
(fell "J|‘‘ "* j

If two meet, it is only because the will'of God makes them meet.1 I 

could take Sinan with me on my search, but in strange lands there are 

all kinds of things that might happen to nty beloved. It is better 

that I go alone, ft wan I, through the action of my own hand, who 

made the child fly away,"

It became midnight, and Sinan had no way of knowing that while

he slept Katmer would remain awake and then leave him- They lay with 

their heads on the same pillow, while her mother slept in an adjacent 

room. Sleeping the Bleep that was like death, Ginan never imagined

that Katmer would leave him.
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Katmer arose and went to her mother« speaking in a whisper to 

the sleeping woman who heard nothing. «Mother, though I longed for you 

for fifteen years, I am now parting from you. My nightingale has flown 

and ay rose faded." she then wrote a note to her Bother: "Mother, do 

not curse me for going to strange lands to seek my nightingale. I 

shall either find hin, mother, or I shall die."

She also wrote lines to Sinan ¡and left then on his pillow. "Oh,

Sinan, know well that my love for you has not ended. I once told you 

not to ask me to speak of it [the origin, of Hikoet], but now I have spoken
_______  1

of it. There is nothingI^can do^ now but to put on(IroiTslippergriai ^«.s 1
,A° Ìtake up an (iron cane,1 O  son of the padigah, because By rose haa 

faded and my nightingale flown, I shall wander the earth. Forgive 

me for parting with youl" . . ...

Kataer dressed herself in shepherd*s clothing, disguising herself 

as a man, and then she left the city. Those tines were different from 

today, for then when brothers parted there was no certainty that they 
would ever meet again.

After a short while Sinan, for some reason, awakened and discovered 
that Katmer was not with hin. He thought that perhaps She had gone to

r

"56' Iron shoes and an iron walking stick symbolise a very long and 
wearying journey in quest of something. Often the protagonist must 
wear out a pair of iron shoes before he/she attains his/her goal. This 
is a very common motif in Turkish folklore.
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th* toilet* He called« "Katmer! Katmer!" but there was no answer.

:-® vent to her closet and found that some of her clothing was no longer 

there* Returning to the bed« he found on the pillow the message which 

she had written to his. After he had read her words, he could say 

nothing but "Alast A lasI AlasIn

bearing this repeated cry from their son* the Padifah of 7ers and 

hie wife rushed to Sinan'a room. There they found the young nan turning 

round and round like a noth. "What is it* my son? What has happened?” 

his parents asked him. ¡**A - - ^  ■» *  Y

"Oh, ny padi^ah father, vhy did you have to become so particular 

about this matter [Kikmet's origin I? Now Destiny has taken my beloved 

from my anss. Oh* padifah father« after such a beauty as Katmer has 

left me* this world will be nothing but a dark dungeon for me.”

"Son, I understand what Katmer meant to you« but what can be done 

about it? It was just something that happened!”

"No« padifah father* Katmer had warned me not to ask her about 

this matter* but when I insisted that she tell me« she did. Now I 

must find my beloved or 1 shall die. Farewell!"

"Do not forget us in your prayers!"1

"If we all live* we shall meet each other again«" said Sinan.

The people of the city said to him, "0 Sinan* what has happened to 

you?" Thinking he was mad* the people would not let him leave. He was 

only one man* »nd they were 100*000* anil so at first he could not pre

vail against them. For (three days\, they detained him* but on the fourth 

day he found a means of escape* and he too left* like Katmer. He left
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his father and. mother and that old woman who was the »other of Katmer.

Gentlemen« let ns now hear some other news. About whom? This 

time about the mother of Katmer.

This woman said to herself« "After fifteen long years 1 finally 

found my child again« but now, partly through my own fault, I have 

lost her again. My only daughter set her soul upon the recovery of her 

son, and she has gone. Why should I remain longer in this palace? Who 

of all my kin is now in this place? Let me go after mj daughter, pur

suing ay children." And thus one night, without letting the padifah 

know, she said farewell, and the following morning the people arose to 

find her also gone.

Come, now let us hear some other news. From whom? From those 

other two children, Asxl and Nesil.

^ After a while the two brothers found each other in the forest,

$birt no one else found them. They were both crying, "Mother 1 Father!" 

but neither mother nor father came to them. They wandered about 

crying thus for forty days, but it was a very lonely place, this forest, 
in which there were dwellings nor travelers.

As3.1 became bo „ _ :hat he said to his older brother, Nesil, 

"My brother, I am so hungry that I have not enough strength to go on." 

He was fourteen years old, and Nesil wait sixteen. These two brothers, 

most of whose clothes had been t o m  from their backs, supported each 

other as much as they could. They were bareheaded, barefooted, and 

almost completely exhausted.
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"Hero, brother," said the older Nesil, "put your head in ay lap."

There he cried himself to sleep as his brother gazed at his face. This 

older boy looked about them in all four directions and realized what

their situation was.
*Pt -

(Three pigeong) came along at that time and landed on a branch of 

the tree under which the boys lay. One of these birds said, "What a 

pity! Look at those two youths and see what an unfortunate condition , „

they are ini"

One of the boys was sleeping and the other was awake. This 

latter was amazed to discover that the three birds above his head were 

speaking in human language. Lifting his bead slightly, he listened to 

their conversation.

One of the birds said, "They are young! What kind of sin could 

they have committed? Their mother, father and sister are crying out 

elsewhere, in some strange land. They are suffering their ordeal. Let
p t —  J e  c .^ 1 'f i 's A i ',  J + -1 +  ™  f v u v i l l 0 -4 *0 */

us die for them." */«•“ f
"Yes, I shall now kill a bird and throw it in front of them. 

p'Y^ whichever of them eats the head of that bird will become a ruler, and

[* f CiT jl ^he who eats the body will always find a bag containing 100 pieces of? id ̂  .
- as l~* °!■*! * gold beneath his head wherever it is that he awakens from sleep."

^  They threw the pigeon down from the top of the tree, and when it

struck the ground, Nesil awakened. ^  "How strange! Brother, wake up!"

37 yho threw down the bird? Did one pigeon willingly have himself 
literally sacrificed (as the one said he would)? Then was it the other 
two pigeons who threw the body of the third down close to the boys? It 
seems too casual. If a creature actually offered itself as food, the 
significance of this ultimate sacrifice demands more attention.
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ho said. The older was wide awako but the younger wais still sleepy.

"Get up, brother! I have hunted down a bird for us. Shall I be the 

ruler or you? Which of these two parts do you wish, the head or the body?"

*° "Brother," said Asil, "I am so hungry that I shall take the body 
and give the head to you!"

"All right, then, brother, take it!" said Nesil. "We are so hungry 

that we will not have the strength to cook this bird." They just cleaned 

the bird and pulled out the feathers. As Nesil ate the head, he realized 

that his doing so would make him a ruler some day. But the other one 

was to be very prosperous, as if every morning he had inherited a bag 

containing 100 pieces of gold while he Itad slept. For a short while 

they felt better, for their stomachs were full.

After a while Nesil said, "Look here, brother. Let us not take any 

chance of becoming separated again here in this dense forest. When you 

have to relieve yourself, do not go any distance to do so. Simply go 

around to the other side of the tree we camp beneath." But Asxl went 

in the opposite direction from the tree, and when Nesil could not find 

him, he lamented, "Oh, woe, woe! Where has he gone? How can I find 

him? Such bad fortune!"

Finally the elder brother came to the edge of the forest, still 

crying out and shouting for his brother. The night had now almost passed 

and there was a mark in the sky in the direction of the dawn. A few 

peasants cutting wood at the edge of the forest heard Nesil's cry. Some 

of them came running toward the sound. "Where is the sound coming from?"
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tiioy asked each other» At last they found this sixteen-year-old boy 

wandering about along the edge of the forest. "What, brother? What is 

the matter?" they said to him. They seised him, took him back to where 

the rest of their group was working, and they set food and other things 

before him. These peasants had come from the land of the Padifah of 
Fers.

The Padifah of Fers himself had become a changed man, for his 

thoughts were always filled with the loss of his son. His son had left 

the land. At the time that the padifah died, there was no heir to the 

throne, and so the people chose a new padifah by means of a bird election.

A bird was released, and the person on whose head the bird settled 1 - , / /
e . U u t - -  -  o- b is  ------» > - c  «*7

would be the new ruler. V  __ *  ^  0+- jW.r'L?--«
— ------- - ' e~f~ f t t .

<sb

It was to this place that the peasant woodmen had brought the 

child whom they had found on the border of the forest. It was a very ^

important occasion, and to indicate that, no one had gone to work that <> ^

day. All the men (no women) gathered together in one place. When they e f-

freed the bird from the top of a tower, the bird circled around and

settled on the head of the child. It turned about on his head, flapping 

its wings.

ft
isj

„j fosr mr
*  S/C&&-This electing bird is known as the Ttlih Kufu (Bird of Fortune). In 

Turkish folk tales at least, rulers have been chosen by such a bird for 
many centuries. In real life such cranial landings are considered omens 
of good luck for the person so honored.
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Whan the people reached the place where the bird had descended, 

they found that it had landed on the head of this unknown boy. "What

The woodcutters explained, "This boy we found crying in the forest, 

and so we brought him here."

"Oh, may God take your souls! From where did you bring this 

disaster?" These were some of the things these men said before they 

took away the bird to have it make a second attempt to select a new 

padifah. But again, when the bird was set loo.se, it circled around 

and then landed on the boy's head

The people were so angry now that they took Nesil out of the city 

and placed him in a distant mill. They freed the bird one more time.

It rose in the air, circling around in wider and wider turns until it 

came to the mill. There it swooped down, flew through a window, and 

landed a third time on the bead of the boy.

When the people reached the mill and discovered that the bird was 

sitting on the child's head, they said, "Stop! This is enough! There 

is some divine mystery involved in this. This is the third time the 

bird bom selected this boy, and there must be some divine providence

xqa thing!  ̂ Who is this boy? Where did he come from?" they all

shouted

in it. our padifah." Right away

39 The text here uses the word ulan. an exclamation of wonder. The 
term is often given some slangy equivalent in English, such as "Han 
alive!" as it is in the Langenscheidt TJniversay Dictionary.
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they lifted hia to their shoulders, holding him by his arms. Taking 

him directly to the bath house, they bathed hia. This boy who had

your disposalI You are our destinyI"

Nesil sat on the throne but his heart was uneasy. "Oh* Destiny, 

you still hold the mirror. I have been searching for my brother, my 

father, my mother. But where do you have me sitting? Why am I doing 

this? Arrange it that I meet my father, my brother. Do I want sover

eignty from you? But that is what has happened I"

Gentlemen, they have told me to "let him keep his sovereignty for 

now." The other brother is still wandering in the forest. On the 

other hand, Katmer has gone off to a strange land in search of Hikmet 

Sinan is looking for Katmer. The woman fKatmer and the boys' mother?] 

is seeking for her sons.

All of them have fallen into strange circumstances and are in 

strange places. Is there any way to gather them all together again? 
Our task of bringing them all together again remains for tomorrow

L_

night. We can do mo more tonight. Tomorrow night (In$allahf) ™  we 

shall tell the other half of the story.

Lq Behjet Mahir, the narrator, had received notice that the coffeehouse

wandered lost in the forest was now clothed wit es)and seated

on a (throne^in the palace. "0 man, you are oar padi$ah.

was soon to close for the night.

If Aliali is willing
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God has given to os many a beautiful saying.
May it be the will of God to forgive our past offenses. 
0 faithful heartI Shift not out of your course.
The (jDevii)will not heal or even intercede.

Speak not with those perverted or corrupt.
Give no assurances for lands you have not seen.
A loss of (credibility) will bring youCwoe^)
And worse« a woe with which no one will sympathise.
When money has grown scarce« do not become indebted.
Sell your property in order to eat but starve before selling 

a secret.
To do otherwise may cost you both friendship and respect.
A horse frolics most when on familiar plains.
The cauldron is that in which water is boiled today.
The greatest problem to be faced is that which stands at 

one's own door. _______
One profits not from another's need for a(toabstoneT)
Tell not another of a (rumor) you may hear.
Take not food from the hands of the ignorant.
Let no one wish upon another the distress of a stranger.
My words are reserved to those who can understand them.
If words have opened your eyes still further,
Turn not your face from the mar. you saw before.
Destroy no human heart« for it cannot be restored.

(in a noisy coffeehouse) in preparation for the renewal of the tale. As 
such« it serves much the same function as doe® a tekerleme. The trans
lator, Dr. Bedia Koran, was neither a literary person nor one particularly 
familiar with Turkish proverbs} the translation, therefore, is quite 
liters'*, »»<* anyone editing this text for publication may well wish to 
provide his/her own translation. We have used here Koran* s literal 
translation, though we have regularised the rhythm somewhat.

^  This long list of aphoristic «sayings serves as an "attention getter”
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Koep not company with him who has no values.
If you drink no(wine) you will patronise no(tavern^>
Gose not at beauty with the eyes of i l l  intent.
lot not even the wife of a stranger rouse illicit^A*»*»)
Praise not yourself by flaunting your possessions.
Speak not the names of those you view as equals«
And keep your(secret  ̂ safely to yourself.
Whatever choice you sake« confer first with yourself.
Listen long and carefully before you speak yourself.
There won't be anyone to sway a heavy Ban. ^
Name what you will, it cannot be improved by(̂ povertyT)
Cook it as long as you will, (aSujTyill not turn into (sugar  ̂
An evil origin may bring forth evil people.

(jewels)come not from an origin as base as iron ore.
Our ultimate home is in the 
The curse of the innocent against the cruel 
May shake a shah down from his throne.
The sin of anyone is his alone.

Lh.
Whoever feels the fire of love,
Whoever follows the path of right.
Will step by step, like(dervish f̂ind true harmony.
What shal l  I say to you, ay heart?
The(nightingaid)may fly forth from its cage,
But you must stray not from the truth 
Revealed by the ()lirror-of Destiny 
Let ae watch you now, my heart*
I who am named Beh$et Mahir.
Our being came here from the spirit world;

kx
v A person with dignity and good reputation.
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Ton Bads this lift  on tarth a(j>rison̂
What can I say to you, ay heart?

~~ — c.t* cA ® ̂
Every night is like a whole cycle of tiae to the minstrel. May 

this night be the cycle of Aail and Nesil, Katmer and Sinan, and Hikmet. 

In our story told yesterday, Lttif Shah had seen a man who asked, "Do 

you wish to suffer your ordeal in this world or the next?" Theologians 

and astrologers had cautioned him: «The ordeal of the next world will 

be harder to suffer," and advised hi« to choose hie ordeal in the 

present world. Doing so, he had been driven from his throne within

children in the forest« Worse jet, each of them had soon been separated 

from all the rest.

Hikmet who had said, "Oh, mother, do not te ll," was by then fifteen 

years old. The ruler and the viziers had gathered together around his 

mother to learn this secret. The woman, because she could now do 

nothing else, had taken the rose from her bosom and had thus at laert 

revealed this source of the mystery. At the moment that she did that, 

the boy, standing before an open window, had sad.d, '•The rose has now 

faded, mother!H —and the rose in his mother's hand bed indeed faded.

The boy had then said,

The rose has faded,
The nightingale flown.

Laugh, mother, laugh,
Or make sad moan..

He had then flown as bird from the window and disappeared.
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There was great grief for the loss of the child» Hi* mother 

grieved for him and vowed to puisne him» Sinan, her husband the 

son of the Padifah of Fere, decided to accompeuay her. "0 my loyal 

beloved« I shall go with you. I may die, but I shall not let you go 

without me. Can two lovers part from one smother?”

But the woman had departed while he still slept, setting out to 

find her child, though she might have to cross strange lands to do so. 

Sinan, discovering this, had said, "Either I shall find my beloved or 

I shall die on the way,” smd he had departed, leaving father, mother, 

and country one night.

Gentlemen, a tongue is needed to outline all of these events. Yes,
^5 to allow me to tell, one

*t6
smd silence from the audience is needed

by one, the catastrophes which fell upon their heads

This part is the most vivid, most burning, and most interesting

part of our story. Gentlemen, let us now hear some news. From whom?

Nesil had become a ruler sind Asil had the reward he had been given 
k7by the "Three. The prince would find three purses of gold beneath

jAwe,—  " a U o L ''----/Milt- J  a-/- *'*»* o r -h i. ( f

I -------I ' M  MoftjU*, i-ict
The narrator is asking for silence enough to permit him to renew 

the story. u ." Ja w *, fc m vCe. f--
if6 Occurred to them. e> -h r u

' This is part of Moslem mysticism. Many believe that there are —  ‘ ^
groups of immortals—  *kin to saints, if you will— -who implement God's 0 v 
will on earth. They are referred to as "The Three,” ’’The Twelve," 
and "The Forty." The smaller their number, the greater their power. Cr*U—
In folktales (and often in actual life) their numbers are pluralised, pu*rei « i~ 
even though the numbers are already more than one. Hence they may 
be called "The Threes," "The Forties," and so forth.
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his pillow each morning whatever he slept. The giving hand had given

who accept their right, for you all know that another nan» for God ~  ^

Everyone knows this. But the doors of the courthouse have been opened 

to those who do not accept only their rightful share, and to those

to teach the unjust justice at the hands of the judges. All of them 

are administering the law. Do not say, "In the old days it was that 
Why has it now become this?"

Before asking a single question nowadays, what does the judge

tell the truth? See to it that you answer accordingly!" — So, first 

consider your virtue and conscience. Your brother cannot save you!

Your father cannot save you! Your mother cannot save you! Nobody 
can save you!

Gentlemen, in yesterday* s part of the story, the Padi$ah of Fers
• • ifQhad changed his world. Nesil, bareheaded and barefooted, had come 

out of the/forest, and he had come to the land of Fers. He knew these 

facts: "I ^te the head of the bird., and my brother ate its body. Buler™ 

®hip £ ® U  ifl my lot, but whether it occurs today, or whether it occurs
—  ¿ 4  p  -------Q H 1 * e«/

£ L ----------- /or~ Jee-rZ  o 4-

This is Sufi terminology, the "Way" being their pursuit of God*s 
design for man.
If9 A euphemism for had died.

« «1 ,, , o-f
uentxemen, there xs never any business at court for the people

rights, they go neither before a (judgeVor the door of the^Vcourthoused)

URwho do not come to the correct way. 0 Courts have been established
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- eu/Je^t^eJ -*v

Story $672 -—  ~fo*- c o~f-

f
tomorrow, only God knows."

This youth of sixteen had com^ to the country of the Padi$ah of 

Fers. put this padi^ah had withdrawn his hand from this world« »nd 

his son LSinanJ had already gone to a strange land and had disppeered. *

People allowed the state bird to fly, and it had landed on the boy’s 

head. In (three flight^  it had consistently landed on his head. They 

had finally agreed, "Yes, this is our kismet, and there is something 

providential in all of this." They had then taken him to the bathhouse 

and bathed him, and finally they had olothed him in royal garments. 

Placing him upon the throne, they had said, "Our padifah, we are at 

your disposal!" They had held their hands on their breasts as they 

had said this.

Now he had become padi^ah, but his family was still all missing.

They were not dead-— or so he continued to hope— -but they were lost.

His father, mother, brother, and. sister were absent. What was the
,cUti

heart of Nesil wishing? "What am I doing with this (power/ What am I
V--- - ^ AU.1- - - Q + 3 f »

doing with this (treasury? I should prefer to sit on a (straw mat) if 

only my father, mother, brother, sister were with me. That world 

would be better for me than th*« Although he had much gold, his
s *v* ~Ti

heart was (vomiting blood.
—  -t-o «(.lu. ip "H«

:n goJ

But how heiress was thdscTesire of the

heart! The secret power is not in the hands of human beings. What 

could he do? "There is atj&vine mystery} a providence in everything.
U/ttoi -- ® f ---fr>

50 Was suffering greatly.



I*t us see where our heads will reach at the conclusion of all of 

this!" ^  Hesil submitted to all of this because it was caused by 

the power that came from God.

Gentlemen« after ascending to the throne« Nesil managed well to 

distinguish the just from the unjust. The people of the land of Fers 

recognized this and said« "Yes, he may be very young, but the way he 

is walking and the justice he is dispensing are very mature." Maturity 

makes it possible for human beings to confront whatever they must. 

Everything may come under this heading.

Gentlemen, you pay me 100(tcuruy^^ for good reason. Is it not 

because oral art is necessary for you? Meaningful stories are necessary 

for both you and me. Today there are corners of scholarship, our 

universities. Foreign languages and other subjects are taught there 

And the greatest professional skills are taught there too. The state 

was paying to a salary yesterday, as it still does today. The state 

does not say, "How many people believe you and listen to you?" But still 

itfpajB me for the words which come from my mouth. The (micro phone; is in

52 This is the narrator’s invitation to the audience to pay him a small 
amount for his storytelling. Beh9et Mahir is not really a minstrel, for 
he does not sing, and his narratives are mainly prose. He is more a 
meddah, a coffeehouse entertainer carrying on a tradition that goes back 
to early Ottoman times. Meddahs often used to take recesses from 
narration at "cliff-hanger" points in their stories. Eager to have 
their curiosity satisfied, audiences often contributed generously during 
such breaks in order to have the raconteur continue. The contribution 
here is apparently small. The kurus is 1/100 of a lira, and a lira at 
the time of this performance was worth seven U.S. cents.
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ay hand both night and day. ^

Maturity allows human beings to attain everything. There are■ftl l <5
two stories on my tongue. First I am going to tell you a^parable^ Then

I am going to finish our larger story tonight, no matter how long it 
takes. cJi£c;yt&> <3 -t—

... .. o~f ,Md-k M <_cL
While one of the disciples of Mohammed was going on a journey, he 

saw that a boy was crying beside a wall. He was crying, striking himself 

and throwing over himself soil which he picked up from the ground, but 

nevertheless he sometimes laughed, as if he were quite delighted, 

there he was, covered with dirt and pounding himself but alternately 

laughing and crying. The disciple observed that the boy was no more 

than seven or eight years old. He said, "My boy, who abused you so 

badly that you cry in this way?"

But there was crying, there was crying! He wailed bitterly, 

caused much crying? it was an internal pain, not a beating, which made

him cry so. U~Je.-»«>>'• ciie  ̂ r' A l-t, JV

"Uncle, no one has beaten me. I strike nyself and cry because I 

wish to do so."

"My boy, why do you do this?"

"Uncle, what will ay situation be? I am crying because of whatever 

errors I may commit. I am thus punishing myself."

53 Mahir was actually an odacx (custodian) at At at Uric University, Ersurum, 
for many years before he retired around 1980. He was never actually paid 
by the state specifically for M s  storytelling, but his supervisors at 
the.Faculty of Letters permitted him to narrate for collectors and 
scholars on his work time, and there were many days when he, in fact, 
did little else.
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you.

ly boy* goodness and badness are still not fully meaningful to 

rou are still not even in adolescence. What is your (sin*?) Why 

are you crying and striking yourself in this way? Nothing can be that

meaningful to you yet!”
Gentlemen, let us listen carefully to the answer that the boy 

gives. Hear what he says I The words are not mine.
"Uncle, you have spoken very well. But when my mother lighted

the smaller pieces. Those smaller pieces flared up and ignited the 

larger chunks. From this I concluded that sin may be like this. It 

may progress from small offenses to larger ones. I myself may cause 

my sins to increase in size by allowing them to grow from small sins in

my childhood."
juat hear these words I A little toy at the aye of seven or eight 

said this!
The disciple was sstonished. He said, "Very well, ay boy, this 

observation of yours is very wise indeed. But, tell as. why do you 

pour this soil over your head?"
The boy said, "Bncle, sooner or later, bnt eventually, they will 

put oe into the soil. (Hear, hearl H e «  these words!) Naturally.
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I know it and I do not know it* What it means I know, but I cannot 

repeat the exact words. It means that mortals all know they will die« 

but no one knows in what way he will die. From now on I should become 

more familiar with the soil and the soil with me, so that tomorrow when 

I enter the earth, the soil will not be strange to me, nor shall I be 

strange to the soil.”
The disciple was again amaned. "Oh, very well said, my boy, very 

well said! gut tell me now, what was the meaning of your laughter

amidst all this?"
"Do you ask me this seriously?"

"Test"
cdi

"There is the Right, the owner of Bower, who created this 

universe from nothing. He has made a promise to us. When I remember 

and think about that promise, I laugh, for it is happy news for us. 

a great Padifah ^  you are! What a wonderful promise you have made to 

'as! 'Come with everything that you are, and I shall forgive you.' I am 

because of the delight one experiences in knowing that (pod - -

promiseI"
"Yes, this is wonderful, my boy. I agree! Now let us play (hide- 

and-seek) for a while. Shall we?"

"All right, uncle. Let us play!"

---- (J> -h God

5^ God.

55 God.



"Now you hide yourself, as if you were lost, and then I shall find
you.

The child said, "Uncle, I an younger than you are, and say body is 

much smaller than yours. If I hide myself first, you may look for me 

for a long time. Perhaps you will not be able to find me at all.

"“first you hide yourself, and let me find you. Afterwards, I «>»«n 
hide myself, and you can find me."

The disciple realised that the boy was better advised here too.

Hear what he has said! "You are bigger; ay body is smaller. If I hide 

first, you may look for me for a long time. Perhaps you could not find 
me after all!"

"All right, ay boy," said the disciple, "let me hide myself first, 

and you must find me. Shut your eyes, for now I shall hide myself!"

The child covered his face with hi « hands, closed his eyes, and
t i A-x. T  — j j a L c o  -f- 6ccl L l***1

said, "I have shut them!" _ ,_ „ „|\'d £ \r — Cv- "'"P £ ~
56The disciple recited a prayer, the Great Namaz, climbed up into 

a hiding place, and shouted, "I have hidden myself!"

The child opened his eyes and saw at once where the disciple >mH 

hidden. He extended his hand upward and grabbed the disciple's foot. 

"Keep clear!" said the disciple, "for I may fall on your hands."

"Come, come, uncle, we bargained to play hide-and-seek on this

^ It is not cl e w  here what prayer is meant by the Great Namaz. It 
may be the Kulhuvallahi, "The Declaration of God's Unity," found in 
Chapter C H I  of the Koran.
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world« I did toll you to ascend!" ^

The disciple saw that the child was also very mature. He embraced 

him and kissed his eyes.

"Stop, uncle, stop! Let me hide myself. Then you can search for 

me, and when you find me, call out. Now shut your eyes," said the 

child. Immediately the child went to him, entered his heart, and shouted,
1- a-f- A. j X  ur£t-j

"I have hidden myself!"

The disciple searched and searched but he could not find the child.

He searched the sea and he searched the mainland. He searched both

^ Yerneii)and ¡Damascus^) but he could not find him anywhere. He said, "My 

boy, where are you? What has become of you? I cannot find you!"

"Find me, uncle!" he said.

The disciple looked to see if he could determine where the voice 

was coming from. The voice was close, but the boy himself was not 

there. He shouted, "If you love the one who created you, then com» out 

from wherever you are. I cannot find you."
The child came forth from his heart and said, "Uncle, you are still 

not mature. I came and entered your heart. Human beings should always 

first search within themselves before searching the outside world. You 

were wandering in all four directions! Shame on you! Now drink the

soup which you have not drunk before, and grow up!
£ u \

^  Apparently the disciple had, by some mystical power, actually ascended 
into the air, not merely climbed to a high point of ground. Various 
mystical cults claim to have the power of levitation, and the "ascent" 
here may be related to that.
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Yes, listen carefully to these words. I keep shouting my message, 

but out of 100 men only three nay understand-**perhaps only onel 

secret of the universe is within you. Do not wander about. Search 

for whatever you seek within yourself. God has given it all to 

The whole secret lies within yon!"

Now, Nesil had become a ruler, but his heart sought the other 

members of his family. The people, his subjects, saw that the child 

was young, but the work he executed was perfect.

Gentlemen, that city where he ruled used to be ravaged by a
_______ ._^

(jlragoxu) Once in every (seven year^ the dragon would come forth from its

lair and attack the city and its people, causing great^destructTon^ 

before it left. This was well known to the visiers of the padifah, 

and one day they spoke to him about it. 

longl

your head, and you became padifah.

the problems of this city. Oh, yes, you know of some of its troubles, 

but there is one particular problem, a most miserable situation, of 

which you are still not aware.

"Once in every seven years a dragon comes forth from its den and 

attacks the city and its people. The padifah who was your predecessor 

could find no remedy for this situation. Now it is just three months 

to the day from the time that that dragon will again come forth. Now 

that you have that information, we want you to know that we are at

your disposal in taking the(jarecautiong) you think suitable, gut
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no rulor up to this time has ever been able to stop this dragon."

s «*<.Nesil thought and thought about this problem. He realised that —
_ - e.pl A v  ba-“''3~ ---

the dragon was not a(son of Adam Y* and could not be handled in any1— tA ____ U  ^

ordinary way. He would issue a decree, and he would have it announced 1*.^ 

by a (town crierT) He said to himself, "I may be able to find in this 

way a loyal worker that I could not find any other way." He had the 

crier announce this: "I want twelve men to guard this city. Let 

them come from wherever they will when they hear this announcement.

Whoever kills the dragon, I shall make him my visier. I shall dismiss
V ' . x i a . t '  p a s , i n ~, <!>* — ¿s c J ^ ^ ,

my present visiers and make~tEese guards viziers: First, second . . .

twelfth vizier. If one of them should say, *1 do not wish to be a 

vizier,' then I shall give him whatever he wishes of worldly goods, 

and I shall not interfere with his other pursuits."

The town crier made this announcement not only in the capital but 

also in all of the other cities. Among those who came from various

places were men whose interiors were filled with jewels, with not a

black stone among these jewels. The ruler made it clear that he 0*  t'Y '4'Y***- C i

especially wanted men who would work eagerly. Perhaps there may be 

among them those who know many things that I do not, he thought.

Gentlemen, he wanted twelve men to guard the city. If these men 

should kill the dragon, he would make them viziers, if this was their 

wish. Those who did not want to take such positions would be paid 

in worldly goods of their own choosing. Twelve good men came forth

58 A human being.
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and reported to the padi^ah, "Your majesty, we are prepared to serve 

as guards." They were, in other words, willing to look death in the 

eye. "We shall be most successful if we manage to kill the dragon," 

they said ¡«Bong themselves. "And if we cannot do this, we shall burn,

but we should burn anyway. 59 Why does the poor man cry? For the

thing in the cooking pan to be in his stomach. For the clothes that 

hang in closets to be on his back.

The padi§ah appointed a leader for these twelve guards, and so 

there were thirteen in all who, night after night, would be guarding 

the city. It had always been during the night that the dragon had 

attacked the city. They watched from the city tower, and they began 

their work three months before the dragon was due to appear<

Now let us turn to other news. About whom? About Asxl, the brother 

of Nesil, he who was given three small bags of gold per day. He was 

fourteen years old. He had encountered pea »ants who had rescued him.

It was true that three bags of gold appeared beneath his head wherever 

he slept, but he was not aware of this, and so he would go away leaving 
the gold behind.

It happened that the night on which Asxl came to the gate of the 

capital city was the very night on which the dragon was expected to

59 suggestion is that the monster was a fire-breathing dragon, and 
so the guards might literally be burned in encountering it. But they 
would be burned anyway, in a figurative sense, by the ravages of poverty 
if they had no jobs which would reward them with food and clothing.
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attack. When he reached the gate, he called out of the darkness to 

have the gate opened to permit his entry into the city. $ut the 

twelve guards and their leader refused to open the gate. "No, it 

cannot be done, for this is the night when the dragon will cornel" 

they said. Their leader issued the following order: "Do not open the 

gate to take in this child." And this order was obeyed, gentlemen, 

matter how the child begged to be admitted, his pleas were useless.

At (jadnight^a loud noise was heard, and the guards and their leader 

in the tower, their swords in their hands, began to cry out in fear. But 

they were so frightened that what was in their hands was quite useless 

to them.

Outside the city wall across the way from the gate stood a building

which was the (water depot) for the city. When the noise of the approach

ing dragon had frightened the child [Asxl], he had run into this depot 

and hidden himself there. The dragon had not seen the child enter 

the building, and so he had not seen that he had a sword in his belt.

The dragon raised its body to climp the wall at the point where 
the gate was and where, inside, the tower stood. The guards were now 

so terrified that they all ran away. The child observed the dragon 

and realised that he would destroy the whole city if he were not 

stopped. Slaying to himself, "Such an opportunity will not fall in 

my hands every day! he drew his sword from his belt and rushed out of 

the water depot. The head of the dragon was climbing up the tower,

but most of the body and the tail still lay on the ground. Swinging
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his sword« the child cut the body in half. With the body of the dragon 

cut apart« the child quickly ran back into the water depot.

The guards now returned« opened the gate« and saw the parts of 

the dragon writhing on the ground. They went to the depot« where the 

child was wiping the dragon's blood from his sword. Their leader said« 

"If we take this child before the padi$ah, the pedi^ah will give us 

nothing. He killed the dragon« and so what could we say? This boy 

will say, 'I killed the dragon!' Our bread will disappear. But a 

head that fr*« been cut off cannot speak. Coae, let us kill this child 

and report that in this encounter it was we who killed the dragon."

"Can this be done?"

"Why could it not be done?"

The child observed them standing about and talking among themselves.

hey were thirteen. They wounded

"Yes, my padi^ah, we have killed the dragon. Come and examine it. Your 

order h»« been carried out* Now will you make us visiere, or what will 

you do?"
"Very well! I have given you ay word on this matter."

The corpse of the dragon was examined. The people of the city 

from seventy years of age down to seven were delighted: "We have been 

delivered from this cruel dragon!"

the boy in~-n0T0n plarfm and left hiB in a pool of his red blood. Then

they reported to the ruler and the people the following good news: "The
/*. o -f cJ )

corpse of the dragon lies over there!" They reported to the padifah,

t- v A « - " “-
-jO * f-

-io_ --7*
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The twelve guard« became viziers, and their leader became the 

grand vizier. Even though you might become padi^ah, how could you 

know that the basis for their position was false? Nesil gave them so 

much. They were traveling about the land of Fers by orders of the 

padifah.

Come, now, let us give the news from the child who was wounded in 

the water depot. When the people of the city had heard of the death 

of the dragon, the gates of the city had been opened. Everyong was

celebrating in a great People prayed for the guards: "May

they have the right to rule, for they have saved us!" But what did the

Gentlemen, there were seven persons who used to come periodically

They were not really harmful people, but they were addicted to gambling.^

death of the dragon, these seven gamblers came out and went to the 

water depot. It was because gambling was illegal that they were in the 

habit of coming to the water depot.
When they entered the building, they saw— alas!— that there was

someone lying there in a pool of blood. The persons who had wounded 

the child was not there, and the child himself was not able to speak. 

Forgetting about gambling and about everything else, they started 

running away. But one of them said to the rest, (̂ M&dness)! Where

The word used here is ulan.

people really know about

to gamble in the water depot.
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are you going to try to escape? You are not to blame for this, are 

you? Are you not Moslems? Look, he is still alive!"

M0h, alive, yes, but what can we do for him? if the people hear 

of this, we may be the ones who will pay the penalty for it. The

ruler may say, 'You were the ones who wounded him!' So, why should 
we not escape?"

The result was that six of the gamblers fled, but the seventh did 

not. He said to himself, "My mother is a (healed I shall carry him on 

my back and take him to her. If anyone observes me, I wh»n swear, #52̂  

Never! I was not the one who did this!' 1 shall say that it was not 

my work* But I shall see what has been written on my forehead. ^
dat4"j

What a pity this is, but he is alive. This child is like a growing
plant, and it would be unworthy of me to leave him here." So, he lifted 

the child to his back and carried him to his own house.

This man was a (bachelor̂ ), having in this; narrow world no relatives 

but two sisters and a mother. he lost almost everything that fell

into his hands by gambling it away. His mother was a«5m5h ~do^or*, and 

when he appeared now, she said to him, "My son, what is the matter?"

"Mother, the situation is such and such. Why should I deny this 

business which God knows about? You know very well that when five 

kuru$ come to my hand, I go and gamble it away. As usual, we seven

6l It is believed that though it is visible only to people of religious 
insight, one's destiny is written on one's forehead.

- - iJmftl

I
■ -  H.es
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entered the water depot to gamble. The dragon had been slain, and the 

city had been saved from its attacks. But someone had stabbed this 

child in the water depot, and he lay there wounded. I looked and saw 

that he was alive, and so I brought him here. Mother, if you will treat 

this child, I shall stop gambling. I shall mend my ways and not gamble 

again. Mother, I could not run off and leave him there still alive!"

His mother was a merciful woman. "All right, my son, but if it is 

heard about, one of his relatives may come here."

"Mother, God is mighty. Only God knows about this. I brought this 

child here for the sake of God."

The woman said, "My son, you brace yourself against the door iso 

that there is no danger coming from that direction. Repent and give
J-ja-llt-ir--

up gambling. I want from God the power to heal. The hands are mine, 

but the healing they may do will come from God. I shall make the effort r .Cm ► «
to save him, and he will either die or live."

This woman was a doctor, but she had very little money. And 

what does a gambler have? But the boy said to his mother, "Give my 
bed to this (patient), and I shall sleep on the ground."

She spread out his bed for the patient. See what(mercy]there is 

here, gentlemen! The doctor woman then put the child in this bed and 

applied to his wounds whatever kind of(ointment) she thought helpful. 

Then she wrapped these with a cloth.

The child lay in bed without eating anything, unconscious. When
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■orning came, the city was still rejoicing. The woman cause to straighten 

up the bed. Lifting up the pillow, she staw that there were three small 

bags of gold beneath it. Surprised, she called, nCome here, my sonf"

Vhen he cause, she asked him /’Did you search the pockets of this young 
■an?"

"No, not at all, mother. I did not put my hand in his pocket. He 

van already wounded. I just picked him up, put him on my back, and 

carried him here to you."

"My son, he has three bags of gold. The bags are full. I know 

because I took them and looked in them. But, of course, this boy must

know how much he has, though we do not know how much it is all worth.
fir-1 C-&&- i* a ->-»)

Hy son, it is forbidden to us, and so let us not even touch it. If 

he should die, we can spend a little of it for his sake, and then some 

will be left for us, a gift from God. If not (if he lives), then the io

money will be his."

"Mother, I have given up gambling, and I do not intend to do anything 

forbidden. Hide it, mother. But I did not touch his pockets."
Well, that day passed, and the next morning, she was straightening 

the child’s bed. When she lifted up the pillow, there were three tags 

of gold again. "Very well," she thought, "yesterday we agreed that the 

bags of gold found were his, but after I took it away, there was nothing

i

62 The money was not theirs, and thus it was haram, forbidden to them.
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loft under the pillow. I searched his bosom, his underarms too, and 

there was nothing at either place. What is there now but three mol's 

bags?”
To her daughters and her son she said, "My children, there is 

0omething strange going on hereJ But let us wait and see what it is.

Pot these three bags in the(ches^ too." They did not touch any of the 

gold or even count it.
Gentlemen, when the third morning arrived, there were three more

bags of gold. Not to make all of this too long— finally when twenty

days and nights had passed, sixty bags of gold had arrived and been

stored in the chest. By now that old woman, along with her son and

daughters, realised that some great divine mystery was involved in all

this. She said, "How remarkable I My son, do not let this secret (50

beyond our own door. Let us be sure first that he regains his health.
63Then we shall make him talk and tell us about this." They had 

sixty bags of gold in the house but they did not spend a single piece 

of it even though they were poor. "This money is his, not ours," they 
said. "Without having some explanation about it from him, this money

is forbidden for usl The son had reformed and given up the practice of 

taking money that he had not earned. He now did any kind of work avail' 

able and brought home untainted bread. ^  His mother remained at home

^  The narrator's words, literally, are "tell us what is and what is 
not behind this."
^  This refers to the hel&lAaraa distinctions what is lawful or 
permitted vs. what is forbidden.
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iji order to care for the patient*

By this t u w  the wounds of the child had begun to heal, and he 

van able to walk about the room. Again on the twenty^first morning the 

woman found three more bags of gold beneath the patient's pillow. And 

there were already sixty bags in the chest. The woman said to Aail,

"Sit here, my child." She took three bags of gold and placed them before 

the boy* He thought that this gold must belong to this woman and her 

three children, who were also sitting near him. "Hy child, what is 

your name?" she asked.

"Grandmother, ay name is Asil-" li. * ' '—  -/ >■  1 
Cj u  1.7" ***J

(.r* J +« r-Wt-wT"

"My child, where are you from?"

"Grandmother, do not ask where I am from. But let me say this: 

Benevolence is sometimes repaid with evil!

"Grandmother, what saved this city from the dragon was first God and 

then I* They wounded me. Of course such persons will not prevail in 

this world, for they too will lie in their own red blood. I finally 

opened my eyes and recovered with your help."
She said to the boy, "Hy boy, this young man who is looking at you, 

there beside you, is my son. He was one of seven persons who used to 

go to the water depot to gamble. On the night that you were wounded 

there, six of them ran away in fear when they bhw you wounded, but this 

one, moved by mercy, did not flee* He brought you here, carrying you 

on his back. This is the twenty-first day that you have been in our 

house day and night. During this time I have found three bags of gold
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bsneath your pillow every morning. Sixty bags of this gold are in a 

chest, and the three bags that arrived today are here. My boy, all of 

these are yours. There are a great »any things in the treasury of God. 

Hay God give to us too. Now if in your mercy you were to give us a 

few bags of this gold, you would not really feel any loss. But if you

do not wish to give us any, they are all yours.”

The boy laughed. "Why do you laugh so, my boy?” the woman asked.

”1 shall tell you something, mother.”

"What is it, my boy?”

,rFor twenty-one days I have been lying here inside your door and 

in your bed. You did everything for me. Now you are my mother, and I 

too am your son. You have not just one son but two sons now. If you

will permit me to do so, I shall become one of your eons. Do not tell

Be to go away from your door.

•’Mother, understand thoroughly this fact: Until my death, I shall

always find three bags of gold in whatever place I lie down and sleep.

My brother once told me, ’Wealth has fallen to your lot, and rulership 
hnK fallen to me.' Grandmother, this means that I have probably left 

many bags of gold in strange lands, for I was not aware before that this 

gold was actually arriving in this way. But do not tell anyone about 

this mystery.”

The woman said, ”My child, since you have chosen to become a son 

to me, these daughters of mine are now your sisters- Now I have not 

just one son but two. You are one of them, and the other is this young
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tpn. Very well* my eonl"

Aflxl called* "Brother!”

"Yes?”

"Cone, take this gold and stuff your pockets full of it. Take all 

you wish from the gold in the chest tooJ Give first to my sisters and 

Hy mother, and then to yourself. Use it to buy clothing or whatever else 

is needed. You are now my elder brother, so go right ahead!”

Gentlemen, this young man delightedly took one bag of gold and 

handed two to his mother. He went into the city, and now all the carriages 

followed him.

"Where did you get all of this gold?” the neighbors asked him.

"A rich boy became a son in our family. He has a great amount of 

money. We have made him a son. This fortune is first the property of 

God and then of this boy."

"Ah, so that is it!"

Gentlemen, gossip comes and goes. Every morning three bags of gold 

arrive, and the chest is full. The child and his brother bought horses, 
one for each of them. Every day they would mount theirVhorses and ride 

forth hunting. For what? Asxl was searching for his real brother* His 

brother in the padi^ah, the ruler of the city. How does he know this?

And Neeil knew also that his brother was somewhere in that city* but he 

did not know where. So, we shall leave them this way.

Come now, and let us have the news from someone else. From whom? 

Gentlemen* let us have the news about those twelve new visiers and the
V",
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grand vizier.

Those twelve viziers and their grand vizier encountered Asxl and 

the other young man as they rode about searching on their horses, 

grand vizier said to his companions, »'Do you see that boy on horseback?'»
"Yes!" they all said.

"It is needless to say anything more."

A H  of them recognized the boy. "This is the young man *ho struck 

and killed the dragon. We wounded him in the water depot and left him 

there for dead. But now, mounted on his horse, he seeks us to challenge 

us. Sooner or later he will come and announce, *My padipah, it was I 
who killed the dragon!* "

They vent along behind, following these two horsemen to their

the house where Asxl now lived, dismounted, and gave orders to many 

guardsmen. The order was, "Surround their door!" The padifah himself 
knew nothing about this.

They captured the boy, tied fast his arms and his legs, and 
fastened him to the back of a horse. They did the same with the old 

lady doctor and her son and her two daughters from that house, 

took all of them but the boy to a (prison) Instead of throwing him 

into the prison with the rest, they took him outside the city some 

distance, by a (creeks and wounded him severely. Then they threw soil

^  Apparently a figurative way of saying that he who has the emblems 
of authority has the power to carry out his will.

door They came to the door of
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upon him until ho was entirely buried in it* and then they rode back

to the city leaving him there. Cd  •+ -&•*, «•-*
66 " ’ ->

But think of the divine misery of the creator of the universe!

The body of the boy was concealed in the soil« but bin feet had not been

covered, and they remained exposed, both of them.

Now let us give the news from someone else, in that neighborhood

there was a small town, and living in that town was a young man who sold

(firewood)which he brought from the forest every day. One morning his
N
wife said to him, "Fellow, there are but (three~dayi^) left before the

67(^holiday) begins. Everyone* s(tobacco)will be smoking but ours
S***«0 H 1

are we going to do? These children are stark naked!" <*«//-6

Among their five children, the youngest was a daughter of seven

What
■f- '¿*¿1 __AS

This child said, "Father, the holiday is coming! (Henna]my hands and 

bring me a new dress."

"My daughter, pray that I shall be able to buy these things

-/fe- ^  CLi***̂
"Father, may God make your business go easily!"

-h
tomorrow."

Gentleiaen, this man went directly to the forest and began to cut 

wood. The sticks that he cut he made into a bundle that he could hoist 

to bis back and carry. When the bundle was completed and loaded on his

66 The text says look at, though, this must be taken figuratively—  
probably for consider or think of.

^  A figurative expression for enjoying or celebrating.
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back* he started his return trip to the town. Because he was cutting 

this wood, illegally and smuggling it into the town, he did not travel 0n 

the main road for fear the(watchme^ would catch him. He traveled 

through the<field^, and finally he came to the bank of a (streaift) where 

he decided to rest« He lowered his load when he came to the creek, 

setting it on the ground so that he could rest for a few moments. Did 

he know what was there? No, he was just setting down his load to rest 

for a while. But when he looked about this place as he rested, he 

saw two human feet sticking out of the ground. He was surprised at 

this, but he was even more surprised to see that the feet were moving. 

Leaving his load where it lay, he went to that place and started 

throwing aside the soil with his hands until he had unearthed the body 

and pulled it out of the ground. He looked and saw that the body had 

been wounded but that it was still alive. The boy had not died. He 

looked at the place where the boy had almost been buried, and he saw 

that beneath the spot where the boy's head had lain there were three 

bags of gold. "Ulan!" he said to himself, "they wounded him in 

trying to take this gold away from him, but they also buried the gold 

when they buried their victim. Or, perhaps they had not even known 

about the gold but injured him anyway."

The woodcutter placed the three bags of gold inside his shirt.

Then he picked up Asil, put him on his back, and carried him to his

68 Equivalent to "Heavens!" "Wow!" "Oh, man!" or some similar 
exclamation.
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home. He left the wood lying where he had put it down by the bank of 
the stream.

The woodcutter's wife and M s  children all asked him, »who is 
this person you have brought home»?"

"Hush, wife» I encountered such an odd situation! Someone had 

wounded this young man in an attempt to take from him M s  money.

Whether they were h i s C ^ e i ^  o r fcdits) or someone else I do not 

know. I found him almost completely buried beneath a heap of soil.

Only his feet stuck out. Spread out a few blankets and put h-im to bed* 

Here, take these bags of gold, and I shall go and bring back my bundle 
of wood."

He returned to where he had left the wood, and recovered it.

it to town he sold it as quickly as he could, and then he returned

to M s  own house. He brought some kind of (ointment) with M m  and t M s

and that, and with these, they wrapped Asil's wounds and returned M m

to M s  bed. The woodcutter said to his wife, "Look here, wife, do

not dare to open any of these bags of gold and take anything out or

there will be trouble between us! This gold was apparently not he lai ^

for M m ,  and if that is the case, then it surely would not be helal for

us either. The money which I earn cutting wood is more helftl and blessed

than this." _ _  ^  j»•*•*•<*
 ̂  ̂/eJM> J Cc*c‘

69 . . .This is again the concept of he lèi and haram, what is lawful, permitted, 
blessed to one's use, as opposed to what is forbidden, unlawful, curBed 
and unlucky to one's use.
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The woman replied, "No, man, no-“ do not worry about me) I van 

going to eay exactly what you hive said. Hay God be generous to us 

tool"

And so, gentlemen, Asil stayed in the home of the woodcutter that 

night. When morning arrived, the woman went to straighten out his 

bed. When she looked under the pillow, she saw there another three 

bags of gold. "Eey, my man," she shouted-

"What?" her husband asked.

"Did you run your hands through the pockets of this boy when you 

brought him here?"

"No, wife* I simply raised him to my back after I had removed him 

from the soil and carried him here."

"Well, three more bags of gold have appeared-"

"You do not mean it I"

She said, "Somehow these must have been in his pockets."

"See if there is anything else there."

"No, for I have searched. There is nothing more."

"Oh, oh— put them over there with the first three."

Soon it was the morning of the third day, and the man was going 

to carry wood again from the forest. When three bags appeared again 

that morning, the husband and wife paused in what they were doing. 

"Man," said the woman, "there ie some kind of mystery connected with 

this)"
"Wife, it is something that I cannot understand."
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11 Look here now, husband. 3od may have given this to us. The first 

e±x bags of gold were apparently his, but after they had cone, I searched 

all of his clothing, and there was absolutely nothing else there.

These three bags of gold that have just arrived must be oursI As a 

matter of fact, he does not know a thing about them, even if perhaps 

he does know about the first six. These three should be ours. Take 

one of these bags. Tociorrow is the holiday. Go buy with it the things 

that we need!"

Just as his wife had directed, he went and bought everything that 

his wife and children needed. When he returned with them, he said,

"Wife, these Eire all presents from this person lying here. It was he, 

not I, who bought them."

The fourth morning arrived, and this was the first day of the 

holiday. Again there arrived the usual three bags of gold, but by now 

they were no longer surprised by this. They understood the situation 

now, MBy God, we seem to have found a treasure."

Gentlemen, what has been said here about what happened today will
70be said also tomorrow about what will happen then. At the end of 

thirty days, ninety bags of gold had accumulated, and all but one bag 

of this had been stored in a closet.

In other words, when the same thing happened in succeeding days, one 
could say the same thing about it each day.
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By then the boy had recovered enough so that he moved about some« 

When he first opened his eyes, he said, "Oh, X am in a house, but it 

is not the house in which lived the young man and his mother«'*

They brought food to him and said, "Come, my boy, sit down here 

and eat.11

"Uncle," said the boyi'Vhere am I? Woman, from where have you 

brought me to this place?"

**My boy," said the woodcutter,"first eat some food and fill your 

belly> I shall then tell you all about it*"

"Now, before I eat I Tell me right now!"

"Young man, while I was carrying wood from the forest, I found

you beneath a heap of dirt. Only your feet were sticking out of the

soil* I looked and noticed that your feet were moving, and from this

I realized that you must be alive. Someone had wounded you- I removed

you from the ground and brought you here on ray hack. Since the day

you arrived, you have been here exactly a month. We did all we could

to make you recover. But, young man, every morning we have found

three bags of gold at the head of your bed. One of these bags we

opened and with the gold it contained we have been buying food. The

others are all here. But the money which 1 have spent will be judged
71according to the goodness of your heart * ' Whether or not this money

'What the woodcutter says here literally is "We are dependent upon 
your milk." This is a figurative reference to the breeding and up
bringing of the young man.
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will be mad* lawful euid filled with blessings for us depends upon
72you« All the rest of the money is here awaiting you."

The boy said, "Uncle, all of this money is yours. Just allow me to 

remain here behind your doors. Do not order me to leaveI Permit me 

to live in the comfort of your home."

The woodcutter replied, "Young man, consider us as your parents.

Even if X had searched for you, I could not have found you. It was the ¿J‘-W
will--of God which made our paths meet. Indeed, even if you were to say 

you were going to leave, I should not allow you to do so. Our souls—  

mine, my wifefs, my children1 e— have reached out to you.11

Gentlemen, this is the way that matters stood there. But things were 

not eo favorable for the other old woman who had helped him. Both she 

and all her family were in prison.

This young man [AsilJ stayed there with this family for three 

months. But one day it became necessary for them to go to the city of 

Pars. Oh, they were rich now) They rode horses to the city, and there 

they bought many kinds of things for themselves* Once they came to 

the city and returned; twice they came and returned; but on the third 

time that they entered the city, the cruel viiiers encountered them,

11 Ulan," they said, rVe killed him, but see hia power again! Follow

^  If the young man freely gives them the gold they have used, and if 
he declares that there is no indebtedness to him, then ha will have 
made the gold lawful and void of all evil for the woodcutter and his 
family. He will, in other words, have made it helfi.1 to them.

. u, l a 
a -A
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him J"

They sent a group of soldiers to follow the boy and his friends 

from a distance so that they would not be aware of what was going on. 

Again Asil and his friends bought whatever they wanted and started 

back toward home. They had no way of knowing that they were being 

pursued by a band of soldiers. They got back to their small town 

without incident, but an hour after they had passed through their own 
doors, they were surrounded by the soldiers.

"There is a murderer here I- the soldiers announced. They gathered 

together all the members of this household, tied them all to one

another, and took them to the prison. So, that is where we shall leave 
them— in the prison.

But come, let us now have the news about someone else. About 
whom? About the ruler.

The ruler observed how mirror of Destiny behaved and how life
was passing along from day to day. »But, alas, I have not been able to
find either my brother or my sister, either ay father or my mother.”

In one section of that city there was a ^ e t e r y ^  One day as the 

ruler was passing through this cemetery with his viaiers, he took a

As he viewed them,

Noticing this, his viaiers asked, "0 gr*st(sultan! Why do you 
weep?”

He said, "Oh, viaiers, I have survived my family into this time
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i n s '

of years. When they were still on earth, no one asked me, 'Whose son 

are you? What are you? Who axe you? Where did you come from? Where 

are you going?' In the whole ordeal I was favored by having the state

me, and I lost also my father and my mother. I cannot help wondering

They tried to give him hope. The viziers offered their consolations 
to him.

Finally Neeil said, "Oh, viziers, I am going to travel for a few 

days— just wandering along to see if I can discover anything about 

ay family."

After he had been traveling for several days, just wandering 

wherever he felt inclined to go, he came upon the (Sui) where Sinan had 

found his mother. He asked those with him, "What kind of a place is 

this?"

"My padigah," his attendants said, "this is an inn. It is like a

property or in any way connected with the state until it is selected to 
choose a ruler and actually lands on someone's head. These were usually 
tame or domesticated birds, in some cases pigeons.

■ 73bird land on my head, but I lost my brother, who was very close to

-£>¿■1 -  - j ,

if mother, father, and brother are lying in soil like these
people."

Inside it there are many very fine rooms. The

Travelers coming and going stop

here and stay at this inn."

73 rpjjg ''State bird" is not any particular species, nor is it state
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After he had looked about the place for a few minutes, he ordered,

«Call the innkeeper, the man who owns this inn!"
They called the innkeeper, and when he approached, the padifah

greeted him, ̂ Selfc^al e ^ m > r
^  »y lord! Yes, ay sultan? What can I do for you?»

«Can you bring us something to drink?"
broughtyou live longI'«Yes, yes, my padifah! 1

front of the inn,

around :

hadCchaiTf

and placed on the grass

served. They all sat

and then he had(coffer)

«nd drank coffee. As the

looked around, something caused him to groan slightly,innkeeper 

«Oh-h-ht«
As soon as the padifah heard this, he called, "Innkeeper!« 

"Yes, my padifah?"
"Tell me this: Are you or am I the person with the greater

______ _ -¿j,
„ 7 5  y

"How can I know, my padifah? The wounds of the heart cannot be

seen. Perhaps I suffer the greater anguish."
«No, innkeeper, no! I am sure that your wound cannot compare with

what I suffer. What was the reason for your exclaiming, »Oh-h-h!*?»

7k Traditional Moslem greeting and response: »Peace be with you! xs 
answered by the remark "And may peace be with you l-^ise! One 
completed, this exchange assures two strangers that neither will
hostile to the other.
75 The speaker asks literally which has "the greater wound.»



"My padxfah, are you going to compel me to tell you about this?" 

"lea, and I want you to tell the truth about it!"

"My padi^ah, I have been guarding the door of this inn most of 

my life. Well, one day as I was looking out from this door a woman came 

along. I received her from the hands of peasants driving a wagon. My 

padi^ah, there were many things which happened. I made this woman my 

sister, and I became her brother. Although I have been doing business 

here for forty years, 76 I was forced to let such a sister slip from 

my hands. The son of the Padi^ah of Fers, Sinan, came along and caused 

this. Before jrou became padi^ah, his father was the padijah who sat 

thejtjench of justiceJ How I am at your disposal. Thin is your land,
on

my padifah!"

"Tell me more about this, Innkeeper. You have opened ay wound 
greatly." 77

padifah, Sinan took this woman from my hands, but it was 

against her wishes. She went unwillingly. Oh, if a padi^h like you 

were to order that this inn should be destroyed, your order would be 

carried out. If you ordered that it should be burnt, your order would 

be obeyed. For such a reason the woman departed, crying, from me.

He separated the sister from her brother, the brother from his sister."

Again he says, literally, "I have guarded this door for forty 
years," but he is clearly referring to his having been proprietor of 
the inn for that long.
77 Perhaps "You have touched my emotions" would be a better translation here.
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"What was hie reason?”

rt0h, ay padxfah, eyes have never seen any other such woman. No 

one could fold handkerchiefs an beautifully as she, nor could anyone 

prepare such attractive dishes of food. Where can I ever again find a 

sister with ouch merits and fine manners?"

"Did you have this woman tell you anything about herself?"

"Yes, I asked her to tell me her background, but when she did 

this« the tears flowed from her eyes with ouch anguish that the sight 

of them pained me more than tears from my own eyes would have pained 

me."

"'Why did ehe cry so?"

"She had had two sons who had somehow become lost in the forest-"

"Remarkable, innkeeper! Sit here and tell me the rest of her 

story."

"I asked her for the names of her children. One of the names she 

spoke was like that of your great worthiness, my padi$ah* Nesil and 

Aexl. Her husband had also become lost, and before that her daughter, 

Katmer, had disappeared. Her husband had caused that daughter to be 

driven away into exile. It was not known whether the girl was alive or 

dead. Therefore, ve entered a brother-sister relationship with her.

But destiny was not unchanged for him [Sinan] either. His father 

moved from this world to another. But, my lord, what sultan has ever 

remained here permanently until the end of this earth? You know well

^ ¿ _  - - y
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to thread
it guest of Allah,” you * 
. amenities and luxuriesaccepted as the 

:e home» with al7° Xn Turkey if y°u 8X0
accommodated in a priva 
able, at no cost to you

«Oh, innkeeper, tell me morel”

be given priority at your inn. 
and you will provide me with certain

something aboutthis inn will reveal

information. People who come to 

what they are thinking. Make

L

giving them whatever they wish to eatguests,

nnd drink aid AA»t«.r th.y sish to « « •  * * *  "K,nth 1 ^  ™
a 3»  fro a J  treasury for this. Ust.n closaly to whatever affairs

seem to be of concern to a a d J n W  *V6ry - ~ -to

< * é " Y

-
vrecet̂ * 4»**-

•¿eh.

The narrator says literally, ”He related everything from n e e d l e ***•[*
^  t (yv

"Innkeeper!”
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"I shall be pleased to do this, my lord. I am at your serviceI"

"Innkeeper, I am especially interested in the person who called 

you brother and whom you called sister. I have two eyes in this head 

of mine, innkeeper, but from now on you are to be the pupil of one of 

these eyes. Keep me informed about which travelers look upon you with 

benevolent gaze and those who cast evil glances at you."

To himself the innkeeper said, "I wonder if his mind has grown 

confused." But to the padifah he said, "With pleasure, my lord."

Gentlemen, come now and let us have the news from someone else.

From whom? Let us have the news from Latif £hah, the father of this 

prince. He had lost both his sons and his wife in the forest, as we 

heard yesterday, because he had chosen to suffer in this world the 

ordeal that Fate had in store for him. Now he had been wandering 

about here and there for sixteen long years. With hair and beard 

uncut and all mixed together, he looked like a saint. He still bore 

the burden of grief for his lost children and family. His thirty-two

teeth were all gone, for he had gradually ground them down to nothing r a-T. o^-t -J(V>
in his grief, and his hair was now completely white.

Finally, toward the end of a certain day, his earthly ordeal 

came to an end. Before he reached the inn, there had been thirty or 

forty travelers staying at that inn every day. They were constantly 

coming «nd going, and pursuing the orders of the padijah, the innkeeper 

extracted from each something of his life-story. "0 traveler brother, 

what interesting things have you seen during your life? Tell me what
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you have seen, what thoughts came into your head, what events took 

place. Regret is free, but do not refuse to recount your experience." 

Everyone told his own story with its unique problems. The innkeeper 

would then pass along all of this information to the padi^ah. .gome 

of the stories were about(poverty} some were about/loneliness, some
were about other troubles.

The list of experiences of these travelers would always be taken 

to the padifah, the ordeals that they suffered and the pleasures they 

had known. Ufat the padifah always thought, "These have nothing to do 
with me!"

Leyla was one of the two lovers in a romance of great age which is 
known throughout the Middle East. Long before the classical Turkish 
writer Fuzuli and the classical Persian writer Nizami gave their own 
renditions of the Leyla and Mecnun story, folk minstrels had been 
singing of their love.
8l Not only did Mecnun wander about during his love madness, but so 
too do the agiklar, the "lover poets," as Turkish minstrels are often 
called. Mecnun wandered about in dejection after Leyla's parents 
refused to allow their marriage. Minstrels supposedly wander about 
part of each year in search of "the most beautiful girl in the world," 
the girl whom each met in the dream which led to his becoming a minstrel. 
As a practical matter, minstrels marry ordinary women and live ordinary 
lives, their annual wandering being more a matter of finding new coffee
house audiences to listen to, and hopefully pay for their sung poems.
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^ -----and arranged for/quarters/there. But, friends, he was in such miserable

condition* Just outside the inn there was a saddle-stone, 82 and he went
and sat by it and leaned against that stone* As he sat there he uttered 

such an (jOf f Ijf that the innkeeper inside heard him and came outside

to discover the reason for such an exclamation. He expected to find a 

saintly person at the saddle-stone, for his hair and beard had both 
grown long.

"Innkeeper! 11

"Yes, father?”

"If you love your and my Creator, fix me a cup of coffee and bring 

it here.”

Oh, he had once been a padi$ah, and in the royal palace, it had 

been a common thing to have coffee set before him all the time. But 

now he had been suffering (hardships) in strange lands for sixteen years. 

He had wandered over much of the world. His empty hearth lay far from 

that place where he now was. Neither coffee nor anything else came 

easily to his hand after his hearth had fallen. His; exclaiming "Off!” 

was the result of his ordeal of losing both his children and his family

¿2 J t rw - ■ r f (Ì7W,

8x The ultimate cry of despair in Turkey is not ”Ohl" or "Alas!" but 
"Off!” There is a special demon or jinn who sometimes appears to aid 
the sufferer, a creature known as the "Off Jinn" or "Off Genie." 
Whether he is benevolent or malevolent in given cases, this jinn is 
large and formidable enough to strike terror into the hearts of the 
mortals who call him up with their exclamation of his name, "Off!"
In this tale the Off Genie does not appear, but he is a definite part 
of the folklore about this exclamation.
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some sixteen years ago.

The innkeeper took his hand and said, "Come, father, not just one 

cup of coffee but fire cups are readyt I have come, and I shall go.

What does one need7 For the love of God let the hearts of saintly mortals 

like you be delighted!" Taking him by the hand, the innkeeper led 

him inside. There he got a pillow and placed it upon his chair,

saying then, "Sit, father!"
_  ,  “  ?  rThe innkeeper seated the fallen man, kissed his hand, and then

— ojr_ —  ** >** % fJ“

gave orders to his own men as to what they should do. 'When the coffee 

of Lfttif Shah was cooked, the innkeeper brought it with his own hands 

and filled the cups. He still did not know, however, who his guest 

really was. After the guest had drunk his coffee, the innkeeper said, 

"Boys, bring in various dishes [of food]."

After filling hie guest's stomach, the innkeeper brought out his 

list. "Father," he said, "can you read and write?" — things that he 

would be able to use if he had been a padi^ah.

"Innkeeper, what is your wish?"

"Can you read this list?"

"Innkeeper, do not show me such a list. 1 have read the list of 

Destiny, and that is what was written. What are you asking of me?"

-¿a*

head.

84

Gentlemen, I shall tell of the thing which passes through my
84 * ̂  ( 4*' ?I used to carry loads [of wood?] on my back and sell it, ^  ŷ .

y *  v 5
fi*

This interpolated story is apparently the narrator’s own early 
biography. The narrator names himself Behcet. Lines of asterisks 
mark the start and finish of what we interpret as Beh£et Fakir* s own 
story.
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and with the money I made this way I was able to feed my only brother 

and my only sister. When I was twelve years old, ay father died, and 

so I became fatherless. (Poverty, /ionelinesi^and other temporary
85 -- -----— ls>vCfri«S -fa's '<4 ~/f-0troubles beset me. {Three or five/or our neighbors there are still 

alive, and one of them lives here.

Such were the things I then knew in my early life. 1 used to K ivtisa ~
'l*arr%X&\r s t <arise each morning, kiss my mother's hand and foot, and leave. 1

£x ¿-2.--£*/( -fa fsase,'/ g£ %
would not return until after tne evening esan, and I would usually_ e. • -jooT-

find my mother outside our front door asking the neighbors about my 

whereabouts: "Have you seen my son?"

The woman of theC.Hacigondol~famil^) used to make my mother drink 

water during the late afternoon. One day when I was in the coffeehouse 

at Yenikapi, there was a blinding snow storm blowing: outside. ^  a 

certain moment someone said to me, "Go homeI" Indeed, earlier that 

very day one of the neighbor women had given my mother her blessing.
My mother had said to that woman, "Tomorrow may be too late!

^ The narrator says, literally, "many stones touched my head" as an 
indication of his youthful troubles. F5eh$et Mahir is given to such 
figurative language,, especially metaphors.

^  The esan is the call to prayer, and the evening esan is the call 
to vatsi, the evening prayer, which takes place shortly after sunset.

^  The narrator's literal description is "Eye could not see eye 
because of the snow storm."
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may not be able to see me tomorrow." 88 1 did not know about this, but

in the late afternoon I went home. My mother was not at home. I dis 

covered that she had gone to the home of the Hacigondol family» and 

so I immediately went there too.

"Mother!"

"My son!"

"Mother, give me the(ke^ to our front door so that I can open 

the house."

"My son, have you not returned early?"

"Mother, I could not remain at the Coffeehouse; any longer."

"My son, you have done well. Go and open the door, light the 

fire, and let the room warm up. Then 1 shall come." To her(hosteSfe

she said, "May you ancl your sons, T a n k  and Haci, «¡main long in this 

life. Sidxka Hamm, tonight my condition may deteriorate rapidly.

and come to me. Do not even lie down tonight." ~Although the woman 

had been waiting at home, I still did not understand.

any indebtedness he or she has to one. Unless a dying person has 
received this release for indebtedness from all relatives and friends, 
their relationship will, at the bar of judgment, be judged by God to 
be haram (evil or unacceptable) and thus punishable. The dying wish 
to have all their various forms of indebtedness blessed or made ha1A1 
by his/her creditors (not only financial creditors but also familial, 
social, psychological, and spiritual creditors).

The word Koran is not used here. Each times it is mentioned, it is 
referred to as "The Great Word."
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Hy mother said, "Ky son, you are to sit opposite me, taking the 

guilt upon your back. I ohall. ba staring at your fats, but you are 

going to fill the pitcher— it was a bronze pitcher coated [presumably 

with bin] on the inside— and the mug will be with you- You are not 

to get up but remain seated there. When I want water, give acme to 

me.11

Yea, my neighbors, I am telling you of the things that pass 

through my mind. I am telling you all this because you too know the 

value of your own father and mother- In your more mature years you 

recognize that there is unlimited meaning in all of this. Know it 

well I

Hy mother said, "jO i my son) Here is my door) there is their 

door- Tell Eidika ilanui to comei"

I said, "But, mother» "by now they will be asleep."

"No, my sou, not I told them that she was to be waiting.'■

I thiirefore went to their window and shouted to them, Sadaka 

Ha m a  answered, "I am coming right away," In fact, my mother had 

warned her not to lie down at all, and so she was ready. I looked 

and. saw that the Koran was in her hand. She asked ce, "How is your 

mother?"

I replied, "Wall- she is in bed."

She came to our home and entered the room where ray mother was 

lying. My mother said, "Come, Sidoka Hamm, come. This may not be 

that day, but open the Koran and read it to no, my girl, read itf"
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She read a passage from the Koran to  ny mother.

Then lay mother os id, "Now, go, my girl. Go to your children-" 

"Sinter, receive my blessing,"

"Oh, ray girl, I received your blessings this morning-" Then to 

me she said, "My son, my child? Come, my lion}" ■*.■- • «-* />'

I approached, **$“

"Behcet 1"

"Yea, mother?"

"Give me water, ny soni"

I gave her some water, but she took just thre<hree e>pe of it. Then
T>*»»

she stretched forth her hand, like this, and passed the guilt on to , ,r ^  

me, "Off, Destiny," she said- 1II made a hone but I could not make a " , p*1“'1
f o

nest, ify child, 3 am departing from you. To whose care do I leave you 

as I go? I leave you in the care of God, my son? God is your benefactor."

L&tif $hah said, "Innkeeper, Destiny had me read its list for 

sixteen years- Why should you wish to have me read this other list?

What are you requesting of me?"

"Father, this is an order from the padigah. Travelers before you 

have told about the things which went through their minds. Wow, follow

ing the order which I received, I am asking, rWho are you? Where have 

you come from? Where are you going?1"

lAtif Gbah gave another exclamation of "Offlu And then he said, 

"Sit down, innkeeper, sit down, I am so miserable that 1 have been
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seeking a (Lokaan^^  for only a Lokman can prescribe a cure fpr my 

troubles.“
Gentlemen« if we were to have iAtif Shah and all. of the others 

tell all of the things that passed through their minds, we could never 

finish this story. Very briefly, Lfttif Shah acknowledged that he was 

Lfttif Shah, that he had been parted from his children and his wife, 

that he wandered day and night in forest, mountain, and rocks for 

sixteen ye jits. “But now, at last, today is today, this hour is this 

hour, and I am sitting opposite you in your inn." Then he told of the 

sufferings he had endured from the beginning to the end. He told 

about his having been a ruler and what his name was. “But observe the

know? True, this stranger said, '«This is our story. I am a shah, 

a ruler." But the innkeeper had no way of knowing that he was the

father of their present padifah.
Did he not deliver this account in writing? He had prepared a
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who stop at the inn will tell of the things that run. through their 

minds." The innkeeper also tried to give his interpretation of the 

events, but in this case he knew nothing about the fact that the 

present padifah was the son of iAtif Shah, for the padifah had never 

told the innkeeper, "I am the son of such-and-such a padifah. So- 

and-so was the name of my father." Instead, he simply issued an order: 

"Take down the life-story of travelers who come to this inn after having 

them tell the things which pass through their minds." ^

"Father, remain here. You do not have any place to go, and you 

are old. Stay here in this inn. You will be a father to me and I 

shall be your son."

"Very well."

Gentlemen, that week was finally finished. The innkeeper had

written down the experiences of this man [Lfitif Shah] on a separate
92list. From week to week he used to go to the palace of Nesil. He 

used to place the list of the comings and goings of travelers before 

the padifah, and the padifah used to look them over and then say,

917 The padifah wanted to know about the things with which the travelers 
were preoccupied, but the literal statement of this idea is here given 
in the Turkish in a less abstract fashion.
92y There is some confusion through much of this tale concerning the 
identities of Asxl and Nesil. Nesil, the older of the two boys, was 
said to have eaten the head of the bird: given to them in the forest, 
and it was thus he who was destined to become a ruler; Asxl had eaten 
the body and was thereby destined to be the daily recipient of three 
purses of gold. Most of the time the present padifah of Fers has been 
called Nesil, but here! he is referred to as Asxl. Which son is the 
ruler in other texts of this tale?
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"These have nothing to do with my losses." No, these did not, but 

he kept hoping that some day this would occur.

Gentlemen, the innkeeper came to the palace of the padi^ah and 

said, "Yes, sir, here are the lists for the past week."

The padi$ah read the accounts of their lives which the other 

travelers had given. He then asked, "Do you have any others?"

"Yes, I also have another list."

"Give it to meI"

(Before he had gone to visit the padifah, the innkeeper had been 

asked by 1 Jit if Shah, "0 innkeeper, where are you taking this account 

which I have given you?"

"My father, I am taking it to the padifah at our head. You 

should write your name right here."

"Give it here, then, and let me do it." Latif Shah wrote his
QZname on the report and beneath his name he placed his sign.)

"I halve here another1 paper, my padi^ah."

"Give it to me!"

The innkeeper drew the paper from his right pocket and placed 

it in the hand of the padifah.

93v This seven -line parenthetical comment contains information which 
the narrator had failed to provide immediately prior to this point. 
Realizing his omission, he here inserts the needed data re Lfttif 
Shah's signature and sign.
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Gentlemen, the padi^ah's eyes became wet just as soon as he unfolded 

that paper. "InnkeeperI" he said.

"Yes, my padi^ah?"

"Who is this Lfitif Shah? 'Whose sign is this? Who is this old

¡nan?"

1,Hy padipah, please do not ask me who be is. The old man whom 

you inquire about is now sitting at our inn with a cushion placed under 

him. 1 made him my father, and he has called me, "Jon." He will 

remain at our inn until the time of his death. Here is the list for 

him."

Asil [Nesil] looked at the writing one more time and said,

"Innkeeper!"

"Yes, sir?"

"The horses will be made ready 111

,rMy padiijah," said the innkeeper. "My tongue could have ordered 

that the old man be brought here at your order."

"Ho, innkeeper, no! I do not have the tongue to tell you to 

bring him here." To himself Asil [Nesil] was saying, "See how God has 

revealed him to us! All my searching was in vain, but God makes the 

discovery and makes our paths coincide. The innkeeper arrives and 

says, 'He is sitting at our inn.' How could I say, 'Go and bring him 

here?'"
"No, innkeeper, not I should go there!" The innkeeper did not

u n d e r s t a n d  t h i B .
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They mounted their horses and rode to the inn in half an hoar's 

time. A short distance before the door of the inn, the padifah jumped 

down from his horse. "Alas, GreatCsultan) what is the matter?"

"Gentlemen, do not be concerned about me. Riding up to that ~  ' ~
<Kci Ofr'/fj

door on horseback does not seem suitable to me. Oh, innkeeper, you r 1
I Li f" -J €<-0

may not know the real identity of that old man staying at your inn, but-fa mr. t

ask my heart about this." Speaking thus, the padifah folded his 
hands across his chest. «f f<li(*<-<'

Here, gentlemen, you can see the respect that has traditionally 

been paid to parents. When you were still in an infant's clothes, 

perhaps three years of age, you would run to your father when he 

entered the door to receive candy from his hand. Now the back of 

your father is bent and his teeth have fallen out. Now that you 

are mature, your hand picks up the trade which his hand has laid 

down. Do you not think that this is quite fitting? Know well that 

tomorrow your own child will do for you what you have done for your 

father today.

With his hands folded across his chest, the padifah entered the

inn. The old man sat inside with his face turned towardCrteccav 94
£ r-/<>■*. e  

94 The narrator says literally that he was facing "the Kxble." The 
Kxble is the Kaaba, the small chapel (within the Great Mosque at 
Mecca) which contains that black stone which is the most sacred 
object of Islamic faith. It is toward this stone that Moslems every
where turn when they pray.
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When he saw his father, he threw himself, weeping, at the feet of

The padifah picked his father up in his arms as if he were a -- «/"
child. "Oh, my son," said lAtif Shah, "I thought you were probably d

-fc-sL* f»«-,
in a distant land and suffering even greater poverty than I, but in

"Innkeeper!" called Asxl [Nesil].

"Yes?"

"Leave this inn in the care of some Moslem and come to live in 

my palace." Taking the innkeeper's hand, he said, "You have made me 

attain still greater sovereignty by reuniting the child with the 

father, the father with the child. Should I leave you in this inn 

where again you would supervise travelers passing this way? You have 

become one of my eyes! No, no, you can stay here only over my dead 

body." ^

But, gentlemen, now let us hear news about some other people.

95 The crane, like the great blue heron, often stands in shallow 
water totally immobile as it awaits fish or other prey to come within 
its grasp. We are unacquainted with the reason that this bird is 
here called poplar crane. It may be metaphor to describe the crane, 
for like a poplar tree, it is very tall and very thin.
96

Lfttif Shah. The viziers, coming along behind, stopped when they

Allah! What does this mean?" they said. - - W - j .  ¡'^ /“ /*/

sultan!"

The narrator says, literally, "over my head."
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The padifah asked Litif Shah about his [the padi^ah*s] mother and 

siblings.

MMy son, do not ask me about that. All that I can tell you is 

that I do not know where they sure. I myself was lost in the forest.” 

n0h, father, why do you not ask news of my brother from me? My 

brother and I became separated. But you cam be consoled by the thought 

that my brother is probably very rich. As you taught us to do, we . * /
~TZArUH -- 3^4

prayed to the "Three,” 7 and we were rewarded for doing so. They jhvt-K. — /wes*- 

gave us a bird to eat, saying that he who ate the head of the bird ^
,  - 1 1 ,  .  of -.s ¿tls ^should become a ruler, and he who ate its body should find each f- _

morning beneath his pillow three purses of gold. And these things

h  -
actually came to pass, but, alas, I lost my brother.”

"This has affected me, too, son. The(Mirror of Pasting revealed 

that you would find me, and let us hope that it will some day show

of

how I shall find your brother, sister, and mother.”

One day as the padi^ah and his viziers were riding about in the 

city, their course took them past the prison. As they were passing 

this prison, they could hear someone inside crying. As he sat on his

The "Three," the "Seven," the Twelve," and the "Forty" sure 
groups of human spirits elevated, because of their great virtue 
and purity, almost to the level of saints. Usually they are thought 
of as the souls of dead mortals, but in some instances they may be 
the spirits of the still living. These groups are thought to control 
or at least influence the course of Destiny. The smaller the group, 
the greater their authority, and thus the "Three" are the most power
ful. This is all part of Bektashi and Alevi mythology in Turkey.
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horse listening to this bitter complaintt the padi^ah ordered» "Call 

the chief warden of this prison here to me." 1 _ a 4  ̂»-ju*

When the order reached the head warden* he can» at once and 

said* "Yee, Great PadijaJti?"

"Who is that person crying out so loudly before the window of 

this prison?11

"My padi^ah, it is some young man. Although we have ordered him 

to stop making such a loud lament* he refuses to stop. How is it that 

he does not atop? Although he himself may wish to stop* his heart will 

not permit him to do so."

"Is that so?11

"Yes* my padifahl"

"I shall now return to my palace, but I want you to send me the 

complete file on this crying prisoner and also the files on all the 

other prisoners as well."

"By my head I shall do so," said the warden.

Gentlemen, who was the person whose file the padi$ah ordered 

sent to him by the chief warden? Who was it that was crying before 

the window? It was Nesil [Asil?]. What did he [the warden] Bay?

(What have I said to my listeners here— some of whom may have under

stood and some of whom did not?) He [the warden] said, "He himself 

might have wished to stop [crying out], but his heart would not let 

him do so." — Observe this answer, for there is no escaping its

meaning.
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The chief warden appeared before the padi^ah, bringing with 

him all of the convicts* including the young man [who cried so loudly]. 

He brought with him the files on all of these prisoners. Present also 

were the twelve viziers and the grand vizier. As soon as these men saw 

the boy* they were greatly alarmed, but to arise and flee was something 

quite impossible. One of them said, "My padipahi”

"What?"

"Please excuse ice from remaining here, for I da not feel at all 

well. I am in pain."

"Sit downJ"

*4 J4Mi t"*-'

It was not just this one of the viziers who wished to leave. All 

thirteen of them had grown very pale upon seeing Anil [Nesil] appear 

in court with the prisoners.

Asil [Nesil?3 immediately recognized has brother when he saw him 

sitting opposite him. "Tell me, do you recognize me?" he said to 

his brother.

Nov Nesil [Asil] had also recognized Asxl [h'eeil] as soon as 

he saw him. lie saw that it was his brother who was sitting on the 

royal'"divanj He said, "Oh, my padi^ah, it is less important that I

recognize you than that you recognize me!"
— — *> 4*

.¿iTj The two brothers embraced. They were reunited with their father, 

who was standing behind a curtain. All of the padi^ah’s council was 

also present on this occasion. The padi^ah then gave hie orders:

"Let soldiers in ranks seven deep surround the door of the council
a „ J . —  - tV r
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room, 

inside."

After soldiers had surrounded the council room door* as directed* 

two executioners with drawn swords entered and said* "We await 

orders, ay padifahl"

"1 want one of you to stand at the right side of the door and 

the other at the left."

The padifah took his brother to their father. As soon as he 

saw Lfttif Shah, the brother recognized him and kissed his father's 

hands and feet. "Oh, brother," he said to the padifah, "I have 

found my father. I have seen him!"

"Come, brother, " said the padifah, "let us close the account 

of this imposture [of mine], for our father is here." Then, after 

having his father placed on the divan beside himself, he said, "Oh, 

shah father!"

"Yes?"

"Ruling is your right, and so now rule!"

"My child, I do not understand the inner workings of this kingdom. 

Today you are the ruler, and these people are your subjects, 

have demonstrated all proper filial respect. I used to wonder, I 

used to wonder, 'Is there not a secret maturity in this eon of mine?' 

There certainly was, my son, for you ha.d me seated beside you and 

said, 'Rule, father!' But ruling is now yours, my son! let me
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listen to your judgments. Let me see whether your justice is complete."
rH — <4. — ** *+

The padifah kissedhls father* s hand and then sat down beside

him again. Then to his brother he said, '»Brother, give us an account

of your experiences. Tell exactly the way it all happened, and leave

no part of the information hidden. There will be no enmity, for the

sword is in the sheath. Any account that reveals anything blameworthy
98 .

in you will be settled not here but in the Great Court. Give an ^

exact description of all that happened, brother- '

The young man repeated exactly what had happened as he told his 

story before the padifah. "The darkness of evening had already fallen 

when I reached the edge of this city. The gates of the city were 

locked, and on the tower there stood these twelve men who are now 

viziers and this man who is the grand vizier. No matter how much I 

begged, they refused to permit my entry by opening a gate. While I 

was standing there in fear, I heard a great noise, brother. I then saw 

that a dragon was approaching. Out of fear of the dragon, I forgot 

about the city, for I saw that there would be no help for me. from 

that quarter; those within the city .cared not at all what happened 

to me. I fled to a hiding place beneath the roof of the nearby water 

depot in order to escape the ferocity of the dragon. When the monster 

reached its head toward the tower, I realized that by means of that

98 The reference is to the court of justice in the next world on 
judgment Day.
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tower* it could enter the city and cause great destruction within.

My sword hung from my waist. Saying* 'Such an opportunity shall not 

escape my hands«' I drew my sword and crept up behind the monster

Half of the dragon had reared up to the tower, but fche other half still 

lay on the ground. As soon as I reached it* I dealt a mighty sword 

blow to the dragon* having said to myself* 'Death comes to a person 

one way or another. * With that one sword blow, I cut the dragon into 

two parts there beneath the tower. When the dragon was thus dead, I 

ran back and reentered the water depot.

"These men, your twelve viziers here, and that man, your grand 

vizier, got out of the tower, opened the gate of the city, and came to 

the water depot. When they arrived there, I was still cleaning the 

dragon blood from my sword. That grand vizier said to these twelve 

viziers, 'If we take him to the padifah, there will be nothing left 

for us to do now that he has killed the dragon. He would say, "I killed 

it," and we would have to say, "Yes, he killed it." There would be 

no way for us to deny it. If we said to him, "Go," he might well 

do this, but he would probably wander around for a while and then 

return here again. Sooner or later, he would go to the padifah and 

report, "I was the one who killed the dragon." So what should we do? 1

"I was watching the faces of these men. They said, 'A cut“*off 

head cannot give any evidence 1' It did me no good whatever to plead 

with them, for no matter how hard I begged, they attacked me from all
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sides, inflicting wounds upon me in seven places* By then I was no 

longer conscious, and these men then left me there, thinking that I 

was dead."

The padip&h listened as he gave this account.

"I did not know how long I had remained there in that water 

depot. But there were seven people who came there to gamble. When 

they saw me lying there in my own red blood, six of them immediately 

ran away. The seventh one asked himself, ’How could I be such an 

unfeeling person as to go away and leave this boy in such a condition? 

As he lies here fluttering back and forth between life and death, can 

I too run away?’ He raised me to his back and carried me to his 

home. After I had lain there for twenty-one days, I opened ray eyes 

and found myself enclosed by four walls.

"The people of that house had taken three purses of gold from 

beneath my pillow every day. They put the sixty-three bags of gold 

before roe. So, an old woman, a grandmother, cured me along with the 

help of a young man. The people of that house are here."

"Very well-"

All of the inmates of feb* prison had been brought along and

were waiting in a 1 One whose name was to

be announced was to come forward.

"Do you know his name?" asked the padifah-

"Yes, X know it," answered his brother.
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'All right The open the door and call him horef 

.rst he called he young who had carried him hi a hone 

his hack— the who had previously been gamble As he

orvard this young man brough vi hi his mothe "Re ;hay are 

said Aflil [Nesill

nV< ry wel said he padifah. 1*0 the two he said "Gome ova 

ha

because like child to his woman *nd like hrother to her

The goodness ha wi seed in these people had the

enrth all the way to he sky brother There is way in whic

provide reward equal to heir irt‘ The placed all of the 

bags of gold before hirh said gi these all to you In 

he morning added three purse gold ha total amoun

This daily supply gold had become my lif long gift We became 

rich But the vir.i had see and my adopted brothe as we had 

ridden. About own on our horses They had captured and taken 

ut de he inti he whe the bank ek they

wounded badly After had lost all consciousness hey bad covered 

nty body with dirt The person who saved from that pred cement has

also been prison but today he has hae brought here according 

yotlr orders

"This person who ved me was young man carrying wood from he 

st When he had reached he bank of he creak he had set down his
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load in order to rest. While resting there, he noticed my feet sticking 

out of the heap of soil and moving slightly- 5* had dug me from beneath 

the soil when he had realised that I was still alive and had taken me 

to his home. I remained in that man's house for thirty-one days- By 

then 1 had recovered sufficiently ao that I was able to stand up. They 

brought ninety-three small bags of gold and placed them before me,

"This is all yours,' I said. But my other mother and brother were 

still in prison, and I did not know that you [the padi^ah] were the 

ruler here.11

"Brother," said the padipah, "X had searched for you, for my 

father, for my sister, for my mother- Now I have found you and my 

father but not our sister or mother-"

"Well, anyway, in our new state of richness, we [the wood carrier 

and his family] used to ride back and forth to and from this city.

On one of these trips to this city, they [the viziers] had recognized 

me again. We bought those things for which we had gone to the city 

and returned to the town in which we lived. One hour after our arrival 

home, our door was surrounded. I and the people of that household 

were all arrested and immediately thrown into prison. Should I now 

call the members of that household?"

"Call themi" said the padi^ah. After he had called them and they 

had come, the padi^ah ordered them, "All right, come over here." To 

his brother, then, he said, "And what of the rest?"
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Asa.1 [Nesil?] said. "Taka

their explanations, however, whatever their offense may be."

"Chief WardenI"

"Yes, your majesty?"

"I am herewith pardoning all of these prisoners, whether or not .j;

gave this order: "Bind fast the arms of these twelve viziers and the

grand vizier." These viziers were already trembling in fear. To 

them the padi^ah now said, "Oh, viziers, I engaged you first as 

guardians of the city. You killed the dragon, didnM: you? Did y°n^_ - ^

There is a (Mirror of Destin^ which reveals all things. And the da ^  ̂ ^  „ <

finally came when it exposed you."
Yes, my friends, both you and I have within us a mirror also. Be 

assured that when you strive to know yourself, you see yourself and 

all of your faults within the mirror of your heart.
The heads of the twelve viziers and the grand vizier were all cut

. 3 j-they are guilty. They are now all free." To the executioners he then

not say among yourselves that the truth would be disclosed one day? *. «-A I**'*"' '
--- ------- ^iltf*** r

off. Asil [Nesil?] said, "Brother!" H e ctjL.tt^ - -  o f  »y**--- - O
c

"Yes?"
"What about this young nan [the former gambler] and that young

man [the former wood carrier] ?"
"They be viziers," said the padifah, "and this one shall

be the new grand vizier."
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"GoodI Good I"

Gentlemen, these three [members of the family] had now found 

each other. Rut comei Let us give some other news. From whom? From 

Katmer, the sister of Nesil and Asal, from thair mother, and also 

from (Jinan. Katmer had gone to distant and strange lands in search 

of her son who had departed by flying out of the palace window.

After she had wandered for six years, her ordeal was finished. When 

she had come to this point, what was it that she saw? A white bearded, 

saintly mortal, an old man, was standing at that point. Who was it?

when she was eighteen years old, "I have a rose to sell.’1

Katmer was wearing male clothes, and she had been wandering about
QQwith a pair of iron shoes upon her feet. "Where do I find you now,

my child?" the old man ashed her. For six years she had become like

old man asked, "Come, why are you wandering in these mountains?" 

"Father, Destiny has placed me here as a guardian of these

travel so long that they wear out an iron walking Btaff and a pair of 
iron shoes. Those about to undertake a long, long journey of this 
sort often buy themselves such shoes and such a stick. Whether or not 
one envisions the characters' actually using such items, these objects 
have come to symbolise long and arduous travel.

Katmer is likened to Mecnun (of the famous folk romance cited in 
an earlier Note) not because she is wandering in search of a lover, 
but became, like Mecnun, she has given herself completely to the quest 
of finding someone, in this case her son, Hikmet. Both the love 
between Ley la and Mecnun and the maternal love of Katmer for Hxkavet 
have a spiritual basis.

He was the white bearded, saintly old man who had said to Katmer,

■.Mecnun in search of his Leyla^ l0C When he arrived at her side, the

i3j -jL ;/LjH

Those who must go on long quests or search missions are said to
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The poet has said this:

From the depth of this heart 
Destiny has tinted me with love.
The truth is that in this world
It has made me burn with this woe.

■f o * *4 in, e — ~ of-
It made the(jWheel of Fortun^>, a ring« 
And it made it turn and turn.
His eye is wet, his heart is grieved; 
It makes one wander, crying aloud.

Yes, it causes everyone to cry some, to laugh some, to wander along 

the rim of the ring, the Wheel of Fortune.

nCome, my girl, come! When you were eighteen years of age, I was 

selling roses at the edge of your city. You asked me, after ordering 

that I come to you, ’Father, what do you want for this rose?' 

took the rose from me, but the money for the rose remained with you. 

You reached into your pocket for money with which you could do a 

kindness to me, but I disppeared before you. My girl, the ordeal 

which you have suffered has now been completed. Give me your hand.

You are searching for your child, are you not?”

"Yes.”

”You cannot find him by searching. Come, my girl, come! 

your eyes and hold my hand."

She shut her eyes. When she opened them, she found herself in a 
garden. Whose garden was it? It was the garden of the daughter of

J i j ,  "¡~ CP —  1 ~ fo—4 / v <- —  —  0 v <
r * '

¿."f L '** /MC ‘Lit*?ji
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"Oh* my girl* the son named Hikmet whom you are searching for 

is a real Hikmet« Because you became pregnant with him by

smelling a flower* your child comes under the sovereignty of this 
realm."

The old man pulled back a curtain behind which there was a door. 

He opened the door, through which Katmer passed. What did Katmer see 

when she passed through the door? She saw a girl of great beauty sit

ting on a throne, and beside her sat Katmer1s son, Hikmet.

The old man spoke to Hikmet ? "0 my son! Leave your royal seat•
I have brought your mother hereI"

"Oh, mother, did I not warn you not to reveal the flower to 

anyone? We have all suffered an ordeal as a result of that. I know 

what I have suffered. But see the divine mystery which has made me 

the son-in-law of the Padigah of Fairies."

The old man called, "0 fairy girl!"

"Yes?"

,rMy girl, this is your humah^other-in-law^ She is a mortal 

woman, a descendant of Adam, while you are a fairy."

"My girl," [said Katmer?], "I have come here seeking your
— J efc Ov, J ».it a (—

Apparently this is a play on the definition of Hikmet as "ul
timate hidden cause."
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husband, whose relationship with you was not made by the will of 

God or the permission [of the Prophet]. 102 Lfitif .Shah has been

recovered, but Sinan hits also become lost in strange lands."

"Fairy girl," said the old man, "send out faird.es to find 

Sinan too. This one [Katmer] searched for her son, and he [Sinan] 

in turn is searching for her."

(Gentlemen, the name of the youngest fairy is (Action Fairy^0^)

"From Action Fairy," said Katmer, "I wish the recovery of the 

lost person referred to by the saintly old mortal standing opposite 
me here."

"I am at your disposal, my sultan. Order what you will!"

Sinan had reached a distant land. He had sat down, leaned his 

back against a grassy tank, and shut his eyes. He awoke with the 

awareness that he was being carried away with great speed: "I am

traveling through the airl What is happening to me?" He was being 

carried by a group of fairies. "Katmer is the one for whom I am 

searching," he said to the fairies.

References to "order," ^permission," and "God" here in the 
context of the husband/wife relationship seem to suggest the ritual 
initial comment of a Turkish matchmaker: "I have come by the will
of God and the permission of the Prophet to ask for the hand of X 
[female] for Y [male]."

This fairy is here referred to as icra Fairy, icra means per
formance : icra etmek means to act, to perform, to carry out.
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The old man said, “Come, come) Let us see what has happened.

The beloved for whom you looked is here!" in this way Sinan was *** » Ov» -
a vA 1+reunited with Katmer, and the two embraced. 

•'Oh,, fairy!” said the old man,

"Yes?"

"Now the rest of what is to happen is left for me to do. Get 

up, for you are now going to join Adam's descendants. You are going 

to leave the jurisdiction of this territory." When the fairy girl 

had stood up, he said to her, "Bathe in the water with which I rinsed

my hands, and in that way join the descendants of Adam, my girl!"
104Hazreti Hxzxr put his hands into a bowl of water and rinsed 

them. "Bathe in this water and drink some of this water too," said 

Hxzxr. The daughter of the Padiçah of Fairies did as she was instructed 

both bathing in and drinking of the water, and in this way she entered 

into race of the descendants of Adam

The saintly mortal took Sinan, Katmer, and the fairy girl with 

him when he left that place. "Oh, Katmer, X shall now take you to a 

place where you will encounter your mother, who will be weeping when

Hazreti may mean saintly, blessed, or holy. Hxzxr, though not 
mentioned lby name in the Koran, is the most frequently mentioned divine 
figure in Turkey after MoUamiTOti and Ali. He is a laist“minute rescuer 
from disaster; he often alters Destiny for or with the consent of 
Allah. Originally (and still for a vast majority of country residents) 
he was a fertility god and water deity. Among the various unofficial 
calendars used by Turkish people, one begins its year with May 6, the 
day sacred to Hxzxr. The day is called Hxdrelez. It is, in Turkey, 
the first day of summer.
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he Shut yo eyes Now pea yo yes
ihe hey opened the yes the large building They

that was fin inn along road he old nan. asked Katme
K> hat Id approaching he inn he opposite diree ion?’1

"Ye he

Ka Eiy girl tha woman is your moth* She is looking
you wandering here end there He ordeal is inished end shp'

will arrive at he inn omorrow

ery he that inn and ered it v/hat had he

pediçah. orders rtfr the innkeeper

Ye my padiçab?11 •r- v k ‘ :
fill you hrinR again he- inn

'All righ. üy padiçah Jjv nry head be guarant hat ehel

do his By he ime hs he innkee had timed he

he woman Ka mother]] had almost reached he inn doo Kb

sai hi Rise T,Who his Id grandmothe •?” As she drew

1ft he aai Le me go and meet this old woman be nt

he plaqe myself — Dh how ime had changed the woman F< i*
years she had wandered. in strange lands The innkeeper di not

■ w -  r'"ognice he ■ /, -+■:■' <r-h
,TOh ¿randjip'tBer»11 said he innkeeper T1whd> yoi "aha 

you rying hont
The sei herself Le stop his hildish. rying



and explain myself.” And then to the man she said, ”1 worked at this 

inn for a few days six years ago. Did the man managing this inn die,, 

or is he still alive? The building is still here, but I do not know 

whether or not the nan is still here. I had accepted him as my 

brother. He and I had agreed on a sister/brother relationship. Call 

to me the innkeeper who manages business here.”

When he heard these remarks, the innkeeper threw himself on the 

ground at the feet of the woman. ”0h, sister, the innkeeper about 

whom you are speaking is I. I was the one who had called you sister. 

Give me your hand!” Taking the woman by the hand, he led her into the 

inn, but— aha! — it was full. He had left a man in charge there 

during his absence. ”'Pell me— who are these travelers?" he asked.

"My dear sir," said that man, "they have only just arrived. 

After they have rested for a while, we are going to take down their 

accounts of their experiences. It is better that you have come, 

however, to write down their adventures and take their accounts to

the padifah.”

After they had all rested, the innkeeper began to hear their 

accounts of their lives. "Tell us your experiences. Who are you?" 

Everyong then told of the experiences which he or she had had.

"I am the daughter of a ruler,” [said Katmer]. My father is 

L&tif Shah."

"Oh-h-h-h!" said the innkeeper.

"I took a flower, sniffed it, and became pregnant as a result,
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but now, at last, my long ordeal is finished." She told about all of the 

things that had happened to her, one by one. "At last X became the 

daughter-in-law of the Padi^ah of Fers. Sinan, the son of the 

padijah, took me by God's order, and I took him. After I had

revealed what the flower was, and how it was the source of my son,

Hikmet, then fifteen years old, the rose faded, and my son flew out 

the window as a bird.

The rose has faded,
The nightingale flown!

Laugh now, mother, laugh 
Or sadly moan!

These were the words of Hikmet just before he flew off. Then for six 

years I wore the iron slippers on my feet and carried the iron stick 

in my hand. I wandered and wandered but I could not find my son by 

searching. Here is my son, and here is my husband, Sinan, but I have 

still not found my father, my mother, and my brothers."

"Amazing! What good news! Let our padifah know that we have 

found his lost ones!" The innkeeper went immediately and reported 

all of this to the padifah.

"Remain here in this palace, innkeeper. Because you have

105 See Footnote 102 of this tale.

106 What the padigah actually says is "Remain here, m£ son.11 Inasmuch 
as the innkeeper was approximately the same age of the padi^ah's 
mother, it is quite inappropriate for Nesil [Asxl?] to call him "my 
son." We have, therefore, in the translation substituted the work 
innkeeper for the words mj son.
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brought me this good news, you will be one of my viziers. Stay here!"

Again the padi^ah took out his royal carriage. "This is my 

mother again. How could I just tell the innkeeper to bring her here?

I must go."

, Gentlemen, he very soon reached his old mother at this inn. The

^  and th® Bother were reunited there, and the daughter and the

mother were also reunited. The son gathered those at the inn together 

and took them at once to the royal palace. There there was a complete 

reunion of all those who had been separated from one another.

"Oh, Sinan," called the padi^ah.

"Yes?"

"Come here! My father, Lfitif Shah, has sat here with me on the 

royal divan. But your father was the ruler here before I was. You 

are also my brother-in-law. You too are welcome in this palace. Let 

us remain together until the end of our lives."

[The narrator here quotes three 6tanzas of verse, mainly 

concerned with Will and Fate. The taping (or tape) here is 

defective, and, at this point, these lines seem to be beyond 

recovery. If, at a later date, an audio engineer is able to 

recover this passage sufficiently to permit an accurate trans

lation, this material will be "tipped in" later.]

Here our story has reached its end. All of the characters of



this tale were reunited.

Tomorrow night, gentlemen, I shall tell the story of "Tahir and
107ZShre." ' For tonight the performance is finished. Farewell 

for nowl

107 -phis is another long folk romance well known throughout much of 
the Moslem Middle East.


